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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

TWENTY-TWO years ago, Ernst Cassirer published
the first volume of 

'a 
work which struck a ,re* note in

so-called "theory of knowledge." It was called Die Philo-
sophie der Symbolischen Formen (The Philosophy of
Symbolic Forms). In this work, the "theory of knowl-
edge" became a theory of mental activity, which gave as
minute and scholarly attention to the forms of feeling
and imagination as to the categories of sense perception
and logic.

The book has not yet been translated into English;
the only access we have to his ideas, therefore, is his
recent small volume, An, Essay on Man, which pre-
sents his main conclusions in brief rdsum€. But to be
presented with a thinker's conclusions, not really seeing
the path whereby he reached them, or knowing the
6rst suggestion*the insight or naive perception-which
opened that path, is unsatisfactory to anyone whose phil-
osophical interest is more than skin deep.

Now fortunately, at the time when Professor Cassirer
was engrossed in the first half of his great work-tracing
the story of human mentality before the birth of that
rather abshact form of conception which we call "logic"
-he wrote a short but faithful account of his growing
idea, his theory of myth and language. This little study,
entitled Sprache und Mytho.s, reveals the genesis of some
of those great conclusions for which he is known to the
world; it gives one a look into the mental laboratory
where new ideas are generated and developed.

Americans like to look into laboratories, especially
when they know that something big is in the making
there. So this philosophical. fragment which prepares a
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whole world view is here presented to the English-speak-
ing public, for the same reason that the Bibliothek War-
burg (one of the world's great ventures in popular edu-
cation) saw fit to publish it originally.

But an expert in his sanctum sometimes appears to
make strange moves, unless we know what he is trying
to d9. A layman seriously watching him may well-ap-
preciate a tip to that eftect from some fellow worker in
the place. Therefore I may be permitted to point out in
advance what Professor Cassirer was undeitaking and
how he proposed to do it.

He was originally struck with the fact that the ,.theory
oJ knowledge," as philosophers had developed it since
the l\4iddle Ages, concerned itself solely with the ap-
preciation of "facts" and the development of orderiy
thought about facts. The inveterate belief of all man-
kind in myth, sometimes crystallized into dogmas, some-
times degraded into vulgar superstition, was always ex-
cluded from the field of philosophical interest, eitirer as
divine revelation, which philosophy could not touch, or
(especially in modern times) as a miscarriage of logical
explanation, a product of ignorance. But the whole realm
of mythical concepts is too great a phenomenon to be
accounted for as a "mistake" due to the absence of
logically recorded facts. Mere ignorance should be rg-
nostic-empty and negative-not exciting and irrepres-
sible. And it dawned on the philosopher that theory of
mind might well begin not with the analysis of knowl-
edge, but with a search for the reason and spiritual func-
tion of this peculiar sort of "ignorance."

Here he was helped by a stroke of insight: the realiza-
tion that Tanguage, man's prime instrument of reason,
reflects his mythmaking tendency more than his ration-
alizing tendency. Language, the symbolization of
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thought, exhibits two entirely difterent modes of
thought. Yet in both modes the mind is powerful and
creative. It expresses itself in difierent forms, one of
which is discursive logic, the othet creative imagination.

Human intelligence begins with conception, the prime
mental activity; the process of conception always cul-
minates in symbolic expression. A conception is fixed
and held only rvhen it has been embodied in a symbol.
So the study of symbolic forms ofiers a key to the forms
of human conception. The genesis of symbolic forms-
verbal, religious, artistic, mathematical, or whatever
modes of expression there be-is the odyssey of the mind.

The two oldest of these modes seem to be language
and myth. Since both are of prehistoric birth, we cannot
fix the age of either; but there are many reasons for re-
garding them as twin creatures. The intuitions about
nafure and man reflected in the oldest verbal roots, and
the processes by which language probably grew up are
the same elementary intuitions and the same processes
which are expressed in the development of myths. They
are not the categories and canons of so-called "discur-
sive logic," the forms of reason, which underlie both
common sense and science. Reason is not man's primitive
endowment, but his achievement. The seeds of it-fer-
tile, yet long dormant-lie in language; logic springs
from language when that greatest of symbolic modes is
mature (as it is by the time we meet it in history or
ethnology).

Myth never breaks out of the magic circle of its fig-
urative ideas. It reaches religious and poetic heights; but
the gulf between its conceptions and those of science
never narrows the least bit. But language, born in that
same magic circle, has the power to break its bounds;
language takes us from the mythmaking phase of human
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mentality to the phase of logical thought and the con-
ception of facts.

Theory of knowledge has always treated this final
achievement as man's natural and primitive way of think-
ing, and taken "facts" as his earliest stock in trade. Con-
sequently, it could find no connection at all between
myth and truth, poetry and common sense, religion and
science; most of man's actual ideas, most of his cultural
and spiritual background, had to be discounted as error,
caprice, or emotional indulgence. Professor Cassirer's
great thesis, based on the evidence of language and veri-
fied by his sources with quite thrilling success, is that
philosophy of mind involves much morc than a theory
of knowledge; it involves a theory of prelogical concep-
tion and expression, and their fnal culmination in reason
and tactual knowledge.

Such a view changes our whole picture of human
mentality. The following pages give the reader the high
lights of significant fact which suggested, supported, and
finally clinched the theory. I offer the translation of this
little study (with some slight modifications and abridg-
ments made by the author shortly before his death) both
as a statement of a new philosophical insight and as a
revelation of the philosopher's work: his material, his
technique, and the solution of the problem by a final
flash of interpretive genius.

S. K. L.
New York City
November \ Lg4S
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The Place oI Language

and Myth in the Pattem oI

Human Culture

TTIE opening passage of the Platonic dialogue Phaedrus
describes how Socrates lets Phaedrus, whom he encoun-
ters, lure him beyond the gates of the city to the banks
of llissus. Plato has pictured the setting of this scene in
nicest detail, and there lies over it a glamour and fra-
grance well-nigh unequaled in classical descriptions of
nature. In the shade of a tall plane tree, at the brink of
a cool spring, Socrates and Phaedrus lie down; the sum-
mer breeze is mild and sweet and full of the cicada's
song. In the midst of this landscape Phaedrus raises the
question whether this be not the place where, according
to a myth, Boreas carried off the fair Orithyia; for the
water is clear and translucent here, fitting for maidens to
sport in and bathe. Socrates, when pressed with ques-
tions as to whether he believes this tale, this "mythol-
ogemen," replies that, although he cannot be said to be-
lieve it, yet he is not at a loss as to its significance. "For,"
he says, "then I could proceed as do the learrred, and say
by way of clever inteqpretation, that Orithfa, while play-
ing with her companion Pharmacia, had been borne over
yonder cliffs by Boreas the Northwind, and because of
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this manner of her death she was said to have been car-
ried of. by Jhe god Boreas. . . . But I,', he adds, ,.for my
part, Phaedrus, I 6nd that sort of thing pretty 

"noug6yet consider such inteqpretations rather a' attinciat a-rrd
ledrous _business, and do not envy him who indulges in
it For he will necessarily have tb account for ceitaun
and the chimaera, too, and witl find himself overwhelmed
by a very multitude of _such creatures, gorgons and peg-
asuses and countless other strange -orrsters. ana wn5-
ever discredits all these wondeiful beitrgs and tackles
them with the intention of reducing them each to some
prob-ability, will have to devote a great deal of time to
this bootless sort of wisdom. But l-have no reisure at all
for such pastimes, and the reason, my dear friend, is
that as y_et I canno! as the Delphic precept has it, know
1npelf. So it seems absurd to me that, ai long as I am
in ignorance of myself, I should concern *vr-.lf about
extraneous matters. Therefore I let all such tirings be as
$91*rf, and think not of them, but of myself-ihether
T. be, indeed, a creature more complex and monstrous
than Typhon, or whether perchancj I Ue a gentler and
simpler animal, whose nahrre contains a divinl and noble
essence." (Phaedrus, zzgD fr,)

]{1 so*.9f *yt interpretation, which the Sophisb
and Rhetoricians of the time held in high repute as the
florver of polite learning and the height of itre urbane
spirit, seemed to Plato the very opposite of this spiri!
but although he denounced it is such, calling it a rustic
science- (Elptxos oogta), his iudgment did not prevent the
learned from indulging in this sort of wisdom for cen_
furies to come. As the Sophists and Rhetoricians vied
with each other at this intellectual sport in plato's day,
so the Stoics and Neoplatonists did in the Hellenistic
period. And it was ever and always the science of lan-
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guage, of etymology, that served as a vehicle for such
research. Here in the realm of spooks and daemons, as
well as in the higher reaches of mythologY, the Faustian
word seemed ever to hold good: here it was always as-
sumed that the essence of each mythical figure could be
directly learned from its name. The notion that name
and essence bear a necessary and internal relation to each
other, that the name does not merely denote but actually
is the essence of its object, that the potency of the real
thing is contained in the name-that is one of the fun-
damental assumptions of the mythmaking consciousness
itself. Philosophical and scientific mythology, too, seemed
to accept this assumption. What in the spirit of myth
itself functions as a living and immediate conviction be-
comes a postulate of reflective procedure for the science
of mythology; the doctrine of the intimate relation be-
tween names and essences, and of their latent identity,
is here set up as a methodological principle.

Among the philosophers it was especially Herbert
Spencer who tried to prove the thesis that the mythice
religious veneration of natural phenomena, as, for in'
stance, the sun and the moon, has its ultimate origin in
nothing more than a misinterpretation of the names
which men have applied to these objects. Among the
philologists, Max Miiller has taken the method of philo'
logical analysis not only as a means to reveal the nature
of certain mythical beings, especially in the context of
Vedic religion, but also as a point of departure for his
general theory of the connection between language and
myth. For him, myth is neither a transformation of his-
tory into fabulous legend nor is it fable accepted as his'
tory; and just as certainly it does not spring directly
from the contemplation of the great forms and powers
of nature. What we call myth is, for him, something
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conditioned and negotiated by the agency of language;
it is, in fact, the product of a basic sf,ortcoming, "a, 

In-
herent weakness of language. AII linguistic denotation
is essentially ambiguous-and in thii ambiguity, this
"paronymia" of words lies the source of all rn'yths. m.
examples by which Max Miiller supports this iheory are
charactenstic of his approach. He ciles, as one instance,
the- legend of Deucalion and pyrrha, who, after Zeus
had rescued them from the greai flood which destroyeJ
mankind, became the ancestors of a new race by taking
up stones and casting them over their shoulde.s, wherel
upon the stones became men. This origin of human
b-:ingr from stones is simply absurd and 

"seems 
to defy

all interpretation-but is-ii not immediatery crarifiei
as we recall the fact that in Greek men and ,ton., 

"r.denoted by identical or at Ieast similar sounding nameE
that the words lao; and )r6cs are assonant? Or take the
myth of Daphne, who is savcd from Apollo's embraces by
the fact that her mother, the Earth, iransforms her into
a laurel.tree-. Again it is only the history of language that
can make this myth ..comprehensible,;' 

and glve"it any
sort of sense. Who was Daphne? In order to answer this
question we must resort to etymology, that is to say,
we must investigate the history of thi word. ,,Daphne,;
can be traced back to the Sanskrit Ahanl, and ihand
means in Sanskrit the redness of dawn. As soon as we
know this, the whole matter becomes clear. The story
of Phoebus and_Daphne is nothing but a description of
what_one-may obsewe every day: fiist, the appearance of
the dawnlight in the eastein sky, then the riiing of the
sun-god who hastens after his bride, then the gradual
fadjng of the red dawn at the touch of the fiefi rays,
and finally its death or disappearance in the bosom'oi
Mother Earth. So the deciiive condition for the de-
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velopment of the myth was not the natural phenomenon-
itseli, but rather the circumstance that the Greek word
for the laurel (aa6r,1) and the Sanskrit word for the dawn
are related; this entails with a sort of logical necessity the
identification of the beings they denote. This, therefore,
is his conclusion:

"Mythology is inevitable, it is natural, it is an inherent
necessity of 

-ianguage, 
if we recognize in language the

outward form and manifestation of thought; it is in
fact the dark shadow which language throws upon
thought, and which can never disappear till language
becomes entirely commensurate with thought, which it

never will. Mythology, no doubt, breaks out more
fiercely during the early periods of the history of human
thougirt, but it never disappears altogether. Depend upon-
it, there is mythology now as there was in the time of
Homer, only we do not perceive it, because we ourselves
live in the very shadow of it, and because we all shrink
from the full meridian light of truth. . . . Mythology'
in the highest sense, is the Power exercised by language
on thought in every possible sphere of mental activity."r

It might seem an idle pursuit to hark back to such
points ol view, which have long been abandoned by-the
itymology and comparative mythological research of to-
day, were it not for the fact that this standpoint repre-
sents a typical attitude which is ever recurrent in all re'
lated fields, in mythology as in linguistic studies, in
theory of art as well as in theory of knowledge. For Max
Miiller the mythical world is essentially a world of illu'
sion-but an illusion that finds its explanation when-
ever the original, necessary self-deception of the mind,
from which the error arises, is discovered. This self'

l Max Miiller, "The Philosophy of Mythology," appended to Intro'
duction to the Science of Religion (London, 1873)' PP. )t3'35r.
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deception is rooted in language, which is forever making
game of the human mind, ever ensnaring it in thaT
iridescent play of meanings that is its own h"eritage. Aid
this notion that myth does not rest upon a positive
power of formulation and creation, but ratherupon 

"mental defect-that we find in it a ,,pathological,,'irrf*
ence of speech-this notion has its proponents even in
moderne thno log i ca l l i t e ra tu re .z '

But when we reduce it to its philosophical lowest
terms, this attitude turns out to be iimply ihe loeical re-
sult of that naiVe realism which regards'the realiti oi;
i:",r,:t 

something directly and unequivocally giu"n,
Itterally something tangible-arptf raiv yepoiv, as plato
says. Ij reality is conceived in this manner, then of course
evgVthinS which has not this solid sort of reality dis-
solves into mere fraud and illusion. This illusion _'ry t"
:].t,:o 

finely wrought, and flit about us in the gry.rtiia
Iov€lrest colors; the fact remains that this i*# has no
independent conten! no intrinsic meaning. It" does in-
deed reflect a reality-but a reality to whicf, it can never
measure up, and which it can never adequately portray.
From this point of view all artistic .r.rtiorr. U.*-.r'"
mere imitation, which must always fall short of the
original. N-o! only simple imitation of a sensibly pre-
sented model, but also what is known as idearization,
manner, or style, must fnally succumb to this verdictj
lor 1ea-sur.e$ !y the naked ,itruth', 

of the obiect to be
depicted, idealization 

_ itself is nothing but subiective
misconception and falsification. And ii ,..*, that all
other processes of mental gestation involve the same sort
of outrageous distortiorr, ihe same deparfure from ob
iective reality and the immediate data of e*perience.

t""h? ,t;"ii:Hl'rl;ligi'ons 
or Primitive Peoples (New York and
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For all mental processes fail to grasp reality itself, and in
order to represent it, to hold it at all, they are driven to
the use of symbols. But all symbolism harbors the curse
of mediacy; it is bound to obscure what it seeks to re-
veal. Thus the sound of speech strives to "express" sub

iective and objective happening, the "inner" and the
"outer" world; but what of this it can retain is not the
life and individual fullness of existence, but only a dead
abbreviation of it. All that "denotation" to which the
spoken word lays claim is really nothing more than
mere suggestion; a "suggestion" which, in face of the
concrete variegation and totality of actual experience,
must always appear a Poor and empty shell. That is true
of the external as well as the inner world: "When speaks
the soul, alas, the soul no longer speaks!"

From this point it is but a single step to the conclusion
which the modem skeptical critics of language have
drawn: the complete dissolution of any alleged truth
content of language, and the realization that this con'
tent is nothing but a sort of phantasmagoria of the
spirit. Moreover, from this standpoint, not only myth,
art, and language, but even theoretical knowledge itself
becomes a phantasmagoria; for even knowledge can
never reproduce the true nature of things as they are,
but must frame their essence in "concepts." But what
are concepts save formulations and creations of thought,
which, instead of giving us the true forms of objects,
show us rather the forms of thought itself? Consequently
all schemata which science evolves in order to classify,
otganize, and summarize the phenomena of the real
world turn out to be nothing but arbitrary schemes-
airy fabrics of the mind, which express not the nature
of things, but the nature of mind. So knowledge, as well
as myth, language, and art, has been reduced to a kind
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of fiction-to a fiction that recommends itself bv its use-
fulness, but must not be measured by any strict itandard
of truth, if it is not to melt away into nothingness.

Against this self-dissolution of the spirit there is only
one remedy: to accept in all seriousness what Kant calls
his "Copernican revolution." Instead of measuring the
content, meaning, and truth of intellectual forms by
something extraneous which is supposed to be r"pro-
duced in them, we must 6nd in these forms themselves
the measure and criterion for their truth and intrinsic
meaning. Instead of taking them as mere copies of some-
thing else, we must see in each of these spiritual forms
a spontaneous law of generation; an original way and
tendency of expression which is more than a mere iecord
of something initially given in fixed categories of real
existence. From this point of view, myth, ar! language
and science appear as symbols; not in the serrie of
mere figures which refer to some given reality by means
of suggestion and allegorical renderings, but in tire sense
of forces each of which produces and posits a world of
its own. In these realms the spirit exhibits itself in that
inwardly determined dialectic by virtue of which alone
,!-.rltr any reality, any organized and definite Being at
all. Thus the special symbolic forms are not imitati6ns,
but organs of reality, since it is solely by their agency
that anything real becomes an object for intelleituai
apprehension, and as such is made visible to us. The
question as to what reality is apart from these forms, and
what are its independent attributes, becomes irrelevant
here. For the mind, only that can be visible which has
some definite form; but every form of existence has its
source in some peculiar way of seeing, some intellectual
formulation and intuition of meaning. Once language,
myth, art and science are recognized as such ideational
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forms, the basic philosophical question is no longer that
of their relation to an absolute reality which forms, so
to speak, their solid and substantial substratum; the cen-
tral problem now is that of their mutual limitation and
supplementation. Though they all function organically
together in the construction of spiritual reality, yet each
of these organs has its individual assignment.

From this angle, the relation between language and
myth also appears in a new light. It is no longer a matter
of simply deriving one of these phenomena from the
other, of "explaining" it in terms of tlie other-for
that would be to level them both, to rob them of their
characteristic features. If myth be really, as Max Miiller's
theory has it, nothing but the darkening shadow which
language throws upon thought, it is mystifying indeed
that this shadow should appear ever as in an aura of its
own light, should evolve a positive vitality and activity
of its own, which tends to eclipse what we commonly
call the immediate reality of things, so that even the
wealth of empirical, sensuous experience pales before it.
As Wilhelm von Humboldt has said in connection with
the language problem: "Man lives with his objects
chiefly-in fact, since his feeling and acting depends on
his perceptions, one may say exclusively-as language
presents them to him. By the same process whereby he
spins language out of his own being, he ensnares himself
in it; and each language draws a magic circle round the
people to which it belongs, a circle from which there is
no escape save by stepping out of it into another."s

This holds, perhaps, even more for the basic mythical
conceptions of mankind than for language. Such con-
ceptions are not culled from a ready-made world of

tW. von Humboldt, Einleitung zum Kawi-Werk, S.W. (Coll. ed.),
VII, 6o.
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Being, they are not mere products of fantasy which vapor
ofi from fixed, empirical, realistic existence, to foat above
the actual world like a bright mist; to primitive con-
sciousness they present the totality of Being. The
mythical form of conception is not something super-
added to certain definite elements of empirical eiistence;
instead, the primary "experience" itself ii steeped in the
iTrgry of myth and saturated with its atmosphere.
Man lives with objects only in so far as he livei with
these forms; he reveals reality to himself, and himself to
reality, in that he lets himself and the environment enter
into this plastic medium, in which the two do not merelv
make contact, but fuse with each other.

_ Consequently all those theories which propose to find
the ro.oh of myth by exploring the realm of experience,
of obfects, which are supposed to have given rise to it,
and from which it then allegedly grew and spread, must
always remain one-sided and inadequate. Tirere are, as
is well known, a multitude of such explanations-a great
variety of doctrines about the ultimate origin and-real
kernel of mythmaking, hardly less motley than the world
of objects itself. Now it is found in certain psychical
conditions and experiences, especially the phenomenon
of dreaming, now in the contemplation of natural events,
and among the latter it is further limited to the observa-
tion of natural obiects such as the sun, the moon, the
stars, or else to that of great occunences such as storms,
lightning and thunder, etc. Thus the attempt is made
again and again to make soul mythology or nature myth-
ology, sun or moon or thunder mythology the basii of
mythology as such.

But even if one of these attempts should prove suc-
cessful, this would not solve the real problem which
mythology presents to philosophy, but at best would
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push it back one step. For mythical formulation as such
cannot be understood and appreciated simply by de-
termining the objet on which it is immediately and
originally centered. It is, and remains, the same miracle
of the spirit and the same mystery, no matter whether
it covers this or that realistic matter, whether it deals
with the interpretation and articulation of psychical
processes or physical things, and in the latter case, just
what particular things these may be. Even though it were
possible to resolve all mythology to a basic astral myth-
ology-what the mythical consciousness derives from
contemplation of the stars, what it sees in them directly,
would still be something radically difierent from the
view they present to empirical observation or the way
they 6gure in theoretical speculation and scientific "ex-
planations" of natural phenomena. Descartes said that
theoretical science remains the same in its essence no
matter what obiect it deals with-iust as the sun's light
is the same no matter what wealth and variety of things
it may illuminate. The same may be said of any symbolic
form, of language, art, or myth, in that each of these is
a particular way of seeing, and carries within itself its
particular and proper source of light. The function of
envisagement, the dawn of a conceptual enlightenment
can never be realistically derived from things themselves
or understood through the nature of its objective con-
tents. For it is not a question of what \rye see in a certain
perspective, but of the perspective itself. If we conceive
the problem in this way, it is certainly clear that a reduc-
tion of all myth to one subiect matter brings us no nearer
to the solution, in fact it removes us further than ever
from any hope of a real answer. For now we see in lan-
*a1e, art and mythology So many archetypal phenomena
of human mentality which can be indicated as such, but
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are not capable of any further 'explanation" in terms
of something else. The realists always assume, as their
solid basis for all such explanations, the so-called "given,"
which is thought to have some definite form, some in-
herent structure of its own. They accept this reality as
an integrated whole of causes and effects, things and at-
tributes, states and processes, of objects at rest and of
motions, and the only question for them is which of
these elements a particular mental product such as myth,
language or art originally embodied. If, for instance, the
phenomenon in question is language, their natural line
of inquiry must be whether names for things preceded
names for conditions or actions, or vice versa-whether,
in other words, nouns or verbs rvere the first "roots"
of speech. But this problem itself appears spurious as
soon as we realize that the distinctions which here are
taken for granted, the analysis of reality in terms of things
and processes, perrnanent and transitory aspects, obiects
and actions, do not precede language as a substratum of
given facf but that language itself is what initiates such
articulations, and develops them in its own sphere. Then
it turns out that language could not begin with any
phase of "noun concepts" or "verb concepts," but is the
very agency that produces the distinction between these
forms, that introduces the great spiritual "crisis" in
which the permanent is opposed to the transient, and
Being is made the contrary of Becoming. So the lin-
guistic fundamental concepts must be realized as some-
thing prior to these distinctions, forms which lie be-
tween the sphere of noun conception and that of verb
conception, between thinghood and eventuality, in a
state of indifference, a peculiar balance of feeling.

A similar ambiguity seems to characterize the earliest
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phases to which we c:ln trace back the development of
mythical and religious thought. It seems only natural
to us that the world should present itself to our inspec-
tion and observation as a pattern of definite forms, each
with its own perfectly determinate spatial limits that
give it its specific individuality. If we see it as a whole,
this whole nevertheless consists of clearly distinguishable
units, which do not melt into each other, but preserve
their identity that sets them definitely apart from the
identity of all the others. But for the mythmaking
consciousness these separate eiements are not thus
separately given, but have to be originally and gradually
derived from the whole; the process of culling and sort-
ing out individual forms has yet to be gone through.
For this reason the mythic state of mind has been called
the "complex" state, to distinguish it from our abstract
analytic attitude. Preuss, who coined this expression,
points out, for instance, that in the mythology of the
Cora Indians, which he has studied exhaustively, the con-
ception of the nocturnal heaven and the diurnal heaven
must have preceded that of the sun, the moon, and the
separate constellations. The first mythical impulse, he
claims, was not toward making a sun-god or a lunar deiry
but a community of stars. "The sun-god does indeed
hold first rank in the hierarchy of the gods, but . . . the
various astral deities can stand proxy for him. They
precede him in time, he is created by them, by some-
body's iumping into a fire or being thrown into it; his
power is influenced by theirs, and he is artificially kept
alive by feeding on the hearts of sacrificed victims, i.e.,
the stars. The starry night sky is the necessary condition
for the existence of the sun; that is the central idea in
the whole religious ideation of the Coras and of the
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ancient Mexicans, and must be regarded as a principal
factor in the further development of their religibn."r 

-

The same function here attributed to the nocturnal
heavens seems to be imputed by the Indo-Germanic
races to the daylit sky. Their religions show many traces
of the fact that the worship of light as an undifieren-
tiated, total experience preceded that of the individual
heavenly bodies, which figure only as its media, its par-
ticular manifestations. In the Avesta, for instance, Mifhra
is- not a sun-god, as he is for later ages; he is the spirit
of . heavenly light. He appears on the mountaintops
beforc the sun rises, to mount his chariot which, drawn
by four white horses, runs the course of heaven during
tfe {ay; when night comes, he the unsleeping still lighti
the face of earth with a vague glimmering light. We are
explicitly told that he is neither the sun, nor the moon,
nor any or all of the stars, but through them, his thou-
sand ears and ten thousand eyes, he perceives every-
thing and keeps watch over the world.6

Here we see in a concrete instance how mythic con-
ception originally grasps only the great, fundamental,
qualitative contrast of light and darkness, and how it
treats them as one essence, one complex whole, out of
which definite characters only gradually emerge. Like
the spirit of language, the mythmaking genius 'tras"

separate and individualized forms only in so far as it
"posits" them, as it carves them out of the undiffer-
entiated whole of its pristine vision.

This insight into the determining and discriminating
function, which myth as well as language performs in

{Preuss, Die Nayarit-Expedition I: Die Religion der Cora Indianer,
:ipzig, tgrz. Cf.'further, Preuss, Die geistige?ultur der Naturvd&er.

#:t;'f. 
r9rz. Cf.'further, Preuss, Die geistige der Naturvd'lker,

,. 9 rr.!Y.asht-{, r45; Yasna I, ii (15); cf. Cumont, ?extes et monuments
fgurCs relatifs i6x mystCres de'lviitfua (Brussels, 1899), I, p.22t.
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the mental construction of our world of "things", seems to
be all that a "philosophy of symbolic forms" can teach us.
Philosophy as such can go no further; it cannot presume to
present to us, in concreto, the great process of emergence,
and to distinguish its phases for us. But if pure philos-
ophy is necessarily restricted to a general, theoretical
picture of such an evolution, it may be that philology
and comparative mythology can fill in the outline and
draw with firm, clear strokes what philosophical specula-
tion could only suggestively sketch. An initial and por-
tentous step in this direction has been taken by Usener
in his work on divine names. "An Essay toward a Science
of Religious Conception," is the subtitle he has given
to his book, which brings it definitely into the realm of
philosophical problems and systematic treatment. To
trace the history of the divinities, their successive appear-
ance and development among the several tribes of man,
he tells us, is not an attainable goal; only a history of
mythic ideas can be reconstructed. Such ideas, no matter
how manifold, how varied, how heterogeneous they may
appear at first sight, have their own inner lawfulness;
they do not arise from a boundless caprice of the imagina-
tion, but move in definite avenues of feeling and creative
thought. This intrinsic law is what mythology seeks to
establish. Mythology is the science (Ioros ) of myth, or
the science of the forms of religious conception.s

His findings in this field may certainly give pause to
philosophers, who tend to regard the human mind as
endowed ab initio with logical categories. "There have
been long periods in mental evolution," he observes,
"when the human mind was slowly laboring toward
thought and conception and was following quite difier-

._6 lJsener, G<ittemamen. Versuch einer Ichre von der religidsen Beg-
riflsbildung (Bonn, 1896), p. 33o; cf. esp. pp. v ff.
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ent laws of ideation and speech. Our epistemology will
not have any real foundation until philology and myth-
ology have revealed the processes of involuntary and un-
conscious conception. The chasm between specific per-
ception and general concepts is far greater than our
academic notions, and a language which does our think-
ing for us, lead us to suppose. It is so great that I cannot
imagine how it could have been bridged, had not lan-
guage itself, without man's conscious awareness, pre-
pared and induced the process. It is language that causes
the multitude of casual, individual expressions to yield
up one which extends its denotation over more and more
special cases, until it comes to denote them all, and as-
sumes the power of expressing a class concept" (p. lrt).

Here, then, it is the philologist, the student of lan-
guage and religion, who confronts philosophy with a new
question, which emerges from his own investigations.
And Usener has not merely indicated a new approach;
he has resolutely followed it up, employing to this end
all the clues which the history of language, the precise
analysis of words, and especially that of divine names
provided. The question naturally arises whether phi.
losophy, not commanding any such materials, can handle
this problem which the humanistic sciences have pre-
sented to it, and what intellectual resources it can tap
to meet such a challenge. Is there any other line than
the actual history of language and of religion that could
lead us closer to the origin of primary linguistic and
religious concepts? Or is it, at this point, one and the
same thing to know the genesis of such idcas and to
know their ultimate meanings and functions? This is
the issue I propose to decide in the following pages. I
shall take up Usener's problem in exactly the form in
which he has cast it; but I shall attempt to tackle it on
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other grounds than linguistic and philological considera-
tions. Usener himself has indicated the propriety, in fact
the necessity of such an approach, in that he formulated
the main issue as not merely a matter of linguistic and
intellectual history, but also of logic and epistemology.
This presupposes that the latter disciplines, too, can
handle the problem of semantic and mythic conception
from their own standpoint, and treat it by their own
methodological principles and procedures. Through this
expansion, this apparent overstepping of the usual
boundaries of logical inquiry, the science of logic really
comes into its own, and the realm of pure theoretical
reason becomes actually defined and distinguished from
other spheres of intellectual being and development.

.cB z 8s,

The Evolution of Religious Ideas

BEFORE we move, however, to the attack on this
general objective, we must grasp the separate facts which
Usener's studies in the history of language and religion
have brought to light, in order to have a concrete basis
for our theoretical interpretations and constructions. In
the evolution of those theological concepts which he has
traced by means of divine nomenclatures he distin-
guishes three principal phases. The oldest of these is
marked by the production of "momentary deities." These
beings do not personify any force of nature, nor do they
represent some special aspect of human life; no recurrent
trait or value is retained in them and transformed into a
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mythico-religious image; it is something purely instan-
taneous, a fleeting, emerging and vanishing mental con-
tent, whose objectification and outward discharge
produces the image of the "momentary deity." Every im-
pression that man receives, every wish that stirs in him,
every hope that lures him, every danger that threatens
him can afiect him thus religiously. fust let spontaneous
feeling invest the obiect before him, or his own personal
condition, or some display of power that suqprises him,
with an air of holiness, and the momentary god has been
experienced and created. In stark uniqueness and single-
ness it confronts us; not as a part of some force which
may manifest itself here, there and everywhere, in vari-
ous places and times, and for difierent persons, but as
something that exists only here and now, in one indivis-
ible moment of experience, and for only one subiect
whom it overwhelms and holds in thrall.

Usener has shown through examples of Greek litera-
ture how real this primitive religious feeling was even
in the Greeks of the classic period, and how it activated
them again and again. "By reason of this vivacity and
responsiveness of their religious sentiment, any idea or
obiect which commands, for the moment, their un-
divided interest, may be exalted to divine status: Rea-
son and Understanding Wealth, Chance, Climax, Wine,
Feasting, or the body of the Beloved. . . . Whatever
comes to us suddenly like a sending from heaven, what-
ever rejoices or grieves or oppresses us, seems to the
religious consciousness like a divine being. As far back
as we can trace the Greeks, they subsume such experi-
ences under thegeneric term of 6ais,tv" (pp. zgof).

On a somewhat higher plane than these momentary
daemons, which come and go, appearing and dissolving
like the subjective emotions from which they arise, we
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find a new series of divinities, originating not from spon-
taneous feelings, but fronr the ordered and continual ac-
tivities of mankind. As intellectual and cultural develop-
ment progresses, our relation toward the outer world
changes proportionately from a passive to an active atti-
tude. Man ceases to be a mere shuttlecock at the mercv
of outward impressions and influences; he exercises his
own will to direct the course of events according to his
needs and wishes. This course now has its own measure
and periodicity: at definite intervals, in uniform cycles
from day to day and month to month, humah activities
repeat themselves and are linked with invariant, perma-
nent effects. But again the human ego can realize its
present activity, as formerly its passivity, only by proiect-
ing it into the outer world, and giving it some concrete
form. So every department of human activity gives rise
to a particular deity that represents it. These deities, too,
which Usener calls "special gods" (Sondergotter), have
as yet no general function and significance; they do not
permeate existence in its whole depth and scope, but
are limited to a mere section of it, a narrowly circum-
scribed department. But within their respective spheres
they have attained to permanence and definite char-
acter, and therewith to a certain generality. The patron
god of harrowing, for instance, the god Occator, rules
not only this year's harrowing, or the cultivation of a
particular field but is the god of hanowing in general,
who is annually invoked by the whole community as its
helper and protector upon the recurrence of this agri-
cu-ltural practice. So he represents a special and perhaps
a humble rustic activity, but he represents it in its gen-
erality (p. z8o).

Usener demonstrates, through the so-called "func-
tional gods" of the Romans, how widely and variously
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the given name of a man, the conception of a personalify.
Thus a new Being has been produced, which continues
to develop by a law of its own. The concept of the special
god, which expressed a certain activity rather than a cer-
tain nature, now achieves its embodiment and appears,
so to speak, in the flesh. This god is now capable of act-
ing and suffering like a human creature; he engages in
all sorts of actions, and instead of being wholly consum,
mated in one function he is related to it as an indepen-
dent subject. The many divine names which originally
denoted a corresponding number of sharply distinguished
special gods now fuse in one personality, which has thus
emerged; they become the several appellations of this
Being, expressing various aspects of his nature, power
and range (pp. 3orf., 325,33o).

What intrigues us about these results of Usener's,
which we have tried to recapitulate in brief, is not pri-
marily his material conclusion but the method by which
he has arrived at it. That method is summed up in his
preface with these words: "Only through devoted pre-
occupation with the spiritual traces of vanished times,
that is to say, through philological research, can we train
ourselves to feel with the past; then gradually sympa-
thetic strains may be set in motion within us so that we
find in our own consciousness the threads that link
ancient and modern times. A greater wealth of observa-
tion and comparison allows us to go further and proceed
from the particular case to a law. It would be a sad pass
for human knowledge if detailed research ipso facto
fettered the mind and prevented it from seeking a
synoptic vision. The deeper you delve, the more you
may expect to be rewarded by general insight."

Usener draws most of his material evidence from the
history of Greek and Roman religion; yet he makes it
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perfectly clear that these demonstrations are merely
representative instances of a pattern that is generally
valid. Indeed, he specifically admits and stresses the fact
that he gained his understanding of many important,
basic traits in Graeco-Roman religion only through his
extensive studies of Lithuanian paganism. And even in
entirely unrelated fields, in American and African sys-
tems of belief, there are often astonishing parallels which
serve to support and illuminate his fundamental theses
in religious history and philosophy. In the detailed and
careful account of the Ev6 tribe which Spieth has pub-
lished there is a description of Ev6 gods that is nothing
short of a pa:ir,gon of what Usener has introduced under
the name of "momentary deities."

"After the inhabitants of the town of Dzake in Peki
had settled that place, a certain farmer at work in his
fields went to look for water. In a trough-shaped hollow
he drove his machete into the damp soil. Suddenly a
gory looking stream welled up before him, of which he
drank, and which he found refreshing. He told his family
about it and persuaded them to come with him and wor-
ship that red fluid. After a while the water cleared, and
all the family drank of it. From this time on, this water
was a tr6 to its discoverer and to his kin. . . .

"It is said that upon the arrival of the first settlers of
Anvlo a man happened to be standing before a great,
thick breadfruit tree. At the sight of the tree, he felt
panicky. He went to the priest to ask for an explanation
of this event. The answer he received was that the tree
was a tro which wanted to live with him and be wor-
shipped by him. So his fright was the sign whereby the
man knew that a h6 had revealed itself to him. . . . If
anyone takes refuge in an anthill from his human or
animal persecutors, he will say afterwards: 'The anthill
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saved my life.' It is the same when a man finds safety
in a brook from some raging wounded animal, or a family
or entire clan takes shelter from the enemy in some
mountain fastness. In every case the rescue is ascribed
to some indwelling power of the object or place where,
or by means of which, it occurred."T

The value of such observations for the general history
of religions lies in the fact that here a dynamic concept
of deity has taken the place of the static ones with which
both are wont to operate; that the god or daemon is not
merely described according to his nature and significance,
but that the law of his origin is taken into consideration.
An attempt is made to spy out his genesis from the
mythico-religious consciousness, in fact to note the very
hour of his birth. If empirical science, in the realms of
etymology, religion and ethnology, finds itself faced with
problems of this sorf surely no one can deny philosophy
the right to essay them, and bring its oum principles and
interests to bear on their solution.

-Bl6*

Language and Conception

TO know and understand the peculiar nature of mythico-
religious conception not only through its results, but
through the very principle of its formation, and to see,

?Spieth, Die Religion der Eweer in Srid-Togo (Leipzig, rgrr), pp.
7f; cf. esp. Spieth's 

-work 
on the Ev6 tribes ("Beriin, 

'rq56\,' 
pp'.' +62,

48o, 49o.-The examples here given are especially suited fo; rifutafion
of lVundt's objection that Usener's "momentary gods" are "not
really empirical data but rather logical postulates"' (Vo&spsychologic,
I V , 5 6 r ) .
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furthermore, how the growth of linguistic concepts is
related to that of religious ideas and in what essential
traits they coincide-this requires us, indeed, to reach
far back into the past. We must not hesitate to take a
roundabout way through general logic and epistemology,
for it is only upon this basis that we may hope to deter-
mine precisely the function of this sort of ideation and to
distinguish it clearly from the conceptual forms which
serve theoretical thinking. According to the traditional
teachings of logic, the mind forms concepts by taking a
certain number of objects which have common prop
erties, i.e., coincide in certain respects, together in
thought and abstracting from their difierences, so that
only the similarities are retained and reflected upon, and
in this way a general idea of such-and-such a class of ob.
jects is formed in consciousness. Thus the concept
(notio, conceptus) is that idea which represents the
totality of essential properties, i.e., the essence of the
objects in question. In this apparently simple and
obvious explanation, everything depends on what one
means by a "property," and how such properties are sup
posed to be originally determined. The formulation of a
general concept presupposes definite properties; only if
there are fixed characteristics by virtue of which things
may be recognized as similar or dissimilar, coinciding or
not coinciding, is it possible to collect objects which re-
semble each other into a class. But-we cannot help
asking at this point-how can such difierentiae exist prior
to language? Do we not, rather, rcalize them only by
means of language, through the very act of naming them?
And if the latter be the case, then by rvhat rules and
what criteria is this act carried out? What is it that leads
or constrains language to collect just these ideas into a
single whole and denote them by a word? What causes
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it to select, from the ever-flowing, ever-uniform stream
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ment, however, aims at overcoming the illusion of singu-
larity which adheres to every partlcuhr content of con-
l.lilll1j;me apparently singular fact become; k;;;,
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until finally the union of all these sJparate complexes
yields the coherent picture of the totality of thingsl The
Y]l 

,: this totality is the vivifying principte of o,i, tt.*
:::lol 

.ro emplricll.gonception. This principte, there-
::-.r.? i 

necessarily ,,discursive',; 
that is 1o say, it starts

wrrn a partrcular case, but instead of dwelling upon ifand. resting content in 
,sheer contemplation o? tli" p;;:ticular, it lets the mind merely start irom this instance

_I1_tl",the 
whole qamu! of Bling in the speciat direc_

uons determined by the- empirical concept. By thisprocess of runnins through a iealm of experien"L, i...,of discursive thinking, thJparticuinr-r..riurs its fixed in-
tellectual "meaning'tand difinite character. It has difier-
ent appearances according to the ever-broaderring con-
texts in which it is taken; the p]1ce it holds in the ;;..ltt
of Being, or rather the place which the progressive march
o{ thoughl assigns to i}, determines its content and itstheoretical significance.

How this ideal of knowledge controls the rise ofsciencg especially the constrriction of mathematical
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physics, requires no further elucrdation' All the concepts

if 
'plyri., 

have no other aim than to transform the
;tnlpJ"ay of perceptions," by which the world of sense

is actualiy presentid to us, into a system' a coherent

;;tr;;; 
'of^ 

Ir*r. Each individual datum becomes a

;i;;;;"t"n and obiect of "nature" o-nly as. it meets

iil',.qr*ment_for' 
,,nature" in the theoretical sense,

;;;il to the Kantian definition, is nothing but the

existencJof things as determined by general laws'- 
A distinction f,as often been drawn between the "in-

ai"iaotfiri"g" mode of historical thought and the "gen-

.tril"i"g" ,iode of science' While in the latter any

concret! case is merely regarded as an instance of a gen'

;;;i i;, and while t'ht iht"" and "now" has no sig:

nificance save in so far as it reveals a universal rule' it is

said that history deliberately seeks out this here and

now, in order to grasp it ever more.precisely in iust this

character. But even in histotical thinking the particular

ir.t i, significant only by virtue of the. relationships into

which it" enters. Although it cannot be regarded as an

instance of a general lari, yet in order to be historically

conceived, to appear sub'specie the mode of history' it

-uri trt" its place as a member of a course of events or

belong to some teleological "":Y.t' 
Its determination

in tirie is the exact opposite of its temp-oral.separate-

;;t;;];t historically it has meaning only if t"di: 
]l i:;

fers back to a past and forward to a tuture' 
'l nus au

;;;"i;. histori&l reflection, insread of losing itself in

2""i.*pr"tion of the merely-singular and nonrecurrent'

*ort ,t iu., like the morphologiial thought of Goethe'

to find those "pregnant" riroments in the course of events

*h"r", as in focaipoints, whole series of occurrences are

epitomized. In such points, phases of reality that are

;ffittttt *ia.fy separated'become connected and
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linked for historical conception and understandine. Ascertain high moments are cuilea from the;;if;;i?;"-
of time, and are relatecl to each other, and concatenated
in. serics, the origin and end of oil'f,"pp.rr,r,gi--tiJil
whence and whithlr, is gradually illumined. So historicalconception, too, is charaiterized by the fact thar ihroufiit a thousand connections are for!.J by on. stroke; and

I 1 It 
not so much the contemplatil; particulars as an

I 
**rr::"r: 

. 
ot 

.st1ch relationships that constitutes the' pecurrar hrstorrcitv, or what we call the historical sig-nificance of facts.
But let us not dwell longer on such general observa-tions, because our

structure of scientinlolff::ril, ;"J j:TlHlll ,f;
:::T,::., i,lty ll orde.r to clarify anott.r, nr-.1i ii.rorm and character of the prinrordial linguistic concepts.While this remains to be d^one, the p"r.ill"*#';#;
o{ conception cannot be completay a."ir"p.J:'F;;;1i
the concepts of theoretical fcnowledge constitute merelyan upper stratum of logic which is founded upor, 

" 
Iowe,,stratum, that of the logic of language. Before the intel-Iectual work of conceiviig ona uria.rit nding of ph.;;;-

ena can set in, the work of namrng must hlve ir...a.ait, and have reached a certain poiit oi etaboration. Forit is this process which transforms the worrd of senseimpression, which animals ,lro porr.rr, irrto a mentalworld, a world of ideas and meaningr. aU theoretical
cognition takes its departure from a i,orlcl 

"fr.oay fr."formed by language; th.e- scientist, the historia",' .'".,the philosopttei ti"u.s frjl.hit 
"U;i.i, ""ry 

as tanguage
presents them to him. This immediate d.p.na.ri." "i,
harder to realize than anything that the mind creates
mediately, by conscioo, ihorrgit processes. It is easyto see. that logical theory which traces concepts back to
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an act of generalizing "abstraction," is of little use here;
for this "abstraction" consists of selecting from the
wealth of given properties certain ones which are com-
mon to several sensory or intuitive experiences; but our
problem is not the choice of properties already given,
but the positing of the properties themselves. It is to
comprehend and illuminate the nature and direction of
noticing, which must precede mentally the function of
"denoting." Even those thinkers who have concerned
themselves most actively with the problem of the
"origin of language" have thought it necessary to stop
at this point, and have simply assumed a "faculty" of
the soul for the process of "noticing."

"Wren man attained that condition of reflection
which is peculiar to him," says Herder in his essay on
the origins of language, "and when this reflection first
achieved free play, he invented speech." Suppose a cer-
tain animal, say a lamb, to pass before the eyes of a
human being: what image, what view of it will present
itself to him? Not the same that would arise for wolves
or lions; they would smell and taste it mentally, be over-
come by sensuality, and instinct would throw them upon
it. Nor would man's image be like that of another animal
to whom the lamb was of no direct interest; for such an
animal would let it glide vaguely past, because its own
instinct was turned in another direction. "But with man,
not so! As soon as he is in a position to become ac-
quainted with the lamb, there is no instinct to interfere
with him; there is no sensuality to draw him into too
close contact with it, or to repel him fron-r it; it stands
before him just as it meets his senses. White, gentle,
woolly-his mind in its conscious exercise seeks a char-
acteristic for it-the lamb bleats! He has found the dif-
ferentia. His inner sense is activated. This bleating,
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which has made the liveliest impression on his mind,
that freed itself from all other properties of sight and
touch, stood forth, and entered most deeply into his
experience-'Ah! You are the bleating 6ngl'-ls6sing
with him; he feels that he has recognized it humanly,
has interpreted it, in that he knows it by a property. . . .
By a property, then? And is that anything but by an
inward denoting word? The sound of bleating, thus ap-
prehended by a human being as the character of the
sheep, became, through the medium of reflection, the
name of the sheep, even though his tongue had never
attcmpted to utter it."e

In these statements of Herder's one can still hear quite
clearly the echoes of those theories which he was com-

I bating-the traces of the language theories of the En-

i lightenment, which derived language from conscious
reflection and considered it as something "invented."
Man looks for a differentia because he needs it; because
his reason, his specific faculty of "reflection" demands

1 it. This demand itself remains something underived-a
| "basic power of the soul." Thus the explanation has
I really progressed in a circle: for the end and goal of

\ language formation, the act of denotation by specific
I properties, must be regarded as also the principle of its
I beginning.

Humboldt's notion of the "inward form of language"
seems to lead in another direction. For he no longer
considers the "whence" of linguistic concepts, but is
concerned purely with their "what"; not their origin,
but the demonstration of their character constitutes his
problem. The form of observation, which underlies all
speech and language development, always expresses a
peculiar spiritual character, a special way of conceiving

e "Ueber den Ursprrrng der Sprache," Werke (ed. Supham), Y, 3rt.
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and apprehending. The difference between the several
languages, therefore, is not a matter of different sounds
and marks, but of difierent world conceptions. If the
moon is denoted in Greek as the Measuring One (r4r),
in Latin as the Shining One (luna), or if even in one
and the same language, as in Sanskrit, the elephant is
called now the Twice Drinker, now the Two-Tusked
One, norv the Handed One-that goes to show that
language never denotes simply objec-ts, things as such, I
but always conceptions arising from the autonomous
activity of the mind. The nature of concepts, therefore,
depends on the way this active viewing is directed. i

But even this notion of the inward form of language
really has to presuppose that which it professes to prove
and reveal. For, on the one hand, speech is here the
vehicle of any world perspective, the medium through
which thought must pass before it can find itself and
assume a definite theoretical form; but, on the other
hand, iust this sort of form, this definite perspective has
to be presupposed, in order to explain the particular
character of any given language, its special way of seeing
and denoting. So the question of the origin of language
tends always to become--cven for the thinkers who have
taken it most profoundly and struggled hardest with
it-a veritable monkey puzzle. All the energy devoted
to it seems only to lead us about in a circle and finally
leave us at the point from which we started.

And yet the very nature of such fundamental prob
lems entails that the mind, though it despairs of ever
finally solving them, can never quite let them alone.
And we receive something like a new hope of a solution
if, instead of comparing the primary linguistic forms \!1g
with the forms of logical conception, we try to compare I\[1
them with those of mythical idiation. Wtrat holds tirese 

lN
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two kinds of conception, t-he linguistic and the mythical,
together in one category, and opposes both of them to
the form of logical thought, is the fact that they both
seem to reveal the same sort of intellectual apprehen-
sion, which runs counter to that of our theoretical
thought processes. The aim of theoretical thinking, as
we have seen, is primarily to deliver the contents of
sensory or intuitive experience from the isolation in
which they originally occur. It causes these contents to
transcend their narrow limits, combines them with
others, compares them, and concatenates them in a
definite order, in an all-inclusive context. It proceeds
"discursively," in that it treats the immediate content
only as a point of departure, from which it can run the
whole gamut of impressions in various directions, until
these impressions are fitted together into one unified
conception, one closed system. In this system there are
no more isolated points; all its members are reciprocally
related, refer to one another, illumine and explain each
other. Thus every separate event is ensnared, as it were,
by invisible threads of thought, that bind it to the
whole. The theoretical significance which it receives lies
in the fact that it is stamped with the character of this
totalitv.

Mythical thinking, when viewed in its most elemen-
tary forms, bears no such stamp; in fact, the character
of intellectual unity is directly hostile to its spirit. For
in this mode, thought does not dispose freely over the
data of intuition, in order to relate and compare them to
each other, but is captivated and enthralled by the in-
tuition which suddenly confronts it. It comes to rest in
the irnrnediate experience; the sensible present is so
great that cverything else dwindles before it. For a per-
son whose apprehension is under the spell of this
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mythico-religious attitude, it is as though the whole
world were simply annihilated; the immediate content,
whatever it be, that commands his religious interest so
completely fills his consciousness that nothing else can
exist beside and apart from it. The ego is spending all its
energy on this single object, lives in it, loses itself in it.
Instead of a widening of intuitive experience, we find
here its extreme limitation; instead of expansion that
would lead through greater and greater spheres of being,
we have here an impulse toward concentration; instead
of extensive distribution, intensive comPression. This
focusing of all forces on a single point is the prerequisite
for all mythical thinking and mythical formulation.
When, on the one hand, the entire self is given up to a
single impression, is "possessed" by it and, on the other
hand, there is the utmost tension between the subiect
and its obiect, the outer world; when external reality
is not merely viewed and contemplated, but overcomes
a man in sheer immediacy, with emotions of fear or hope,
terror or wish fulfillment: then the spark iumps some-
how across, the tension finds release, as the subjective
excitement becomes objectified, and confronts the mind
as a god or a daemon.

Here we have the mythico-religious protophenomenon
which Usener has sought to fix with the term "nomen-
tary god." "In absolute immediacy," he says, "the in-
dividual phenomenon is deified, without the interven-
tion of even the most rudimentary class concept; that
one thing which you see before you, that and nothing
else is the god" (p. z8o). To this day, the life of primitive
races shows us certain features in which this process is
almost tangibly clear. We may recall the examples of it
which Spieth adduces: wafer found by a thirsty person,
a termite mound that hides and saves someone, any new
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object that inspires a man with sudden terror-all these
are transformed directly into gods. Spieth summarizes
his observations with the words: "To the mind of the
Ev6, the moment in which an object or any striking
attributes of it enter into any noticeable relation, pleasl
ant or unpleasan! with the life and spirit of man, that
moment a T16 is born in his consciousness.,, It is as
though the isolated occurrence of an impression, its
separation from the totality of ordinary commonplace
experience produced not only a tremendous intenslfica-
tion, but also the highest degree of condensation, and as
though by virtue of this condensation the obiective
form of the god were created so that it veritably burst
forth from the experience,

Now it is here, in this intuitive creative form of myth,
and not in the formation of our discursive theoreiical
concepts, that we must look for the key which mav un-
lock for us the secrets of the originai conceptions of
language. The formulation of languige, too, should not
be traced back to any sort of reflective contemplation,
to the calm and clearheaded comparison of given sense
impressions and the abstraction of definite attributes;
but here again we must abandon this static point of view
for the comprehension of the dynamic piocess which
produces the verbal sound out of its own inner drive. To
be sure, this retrospect in itself is not enough; for
through it we are merely brought to the further; more
difficult question, how it is possible for anything perma-
nent to result from such a dynamism, and why the vague
billowing and surging of sensory impressions and feel-
ings should give rise to an objective, verbal "structure."
The modern science of language, in its efforts to eluci-
date the "origin" of language, has indeed gone back
frequently to Hamann's dictum, that poetry is ..the
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mother-tongue of humanity"; its scholars have empha- f'
sized the fact that speech is rooted not in the prosaic, I
but in the poetic aspect of life, so that its ultimate basis :
must be sought not in preoccupation with the objective
view of things and their classification according to cer- l
tain attributes, but in the primitive power of subiective''
feeling.lo But although this doctrine may seem, at first
sight, to evade the vicious circle into which the theory
of logical expression is ever lapsing, in the end it also
cannot bridge the gulf between the purely denotative
and the expressive function of speech. In this theory, too,
there always remains a sort of hiatus between the lyrical
aspect of verbal expression and its logical character; what
remains obscure is exactly that emancipation whereby a
sound is transformed from an emotional utterance into
a denotative one.

Here we may be guided once more by consideration
of how the "momentary gods" were generated. If such a
god is, in his origin, the creation of a moment, if he
owes his existence to some entirely concrete and in-
dividual, never-recurring situation, he yet achieves a cer-
tain substantiality which lifts him far above this acci-
dental condition of his origin. Once he has been divorced
from the immediate exigency, the fear or hope of the
moment, he becomes an independent being, which
henceforth lives on by a law of its own, and has gained
form and continuity. He appears to men not as a creature
of the hour, but as an objective and superior power,
which they adore and which their cult endorvs with more
and more definite form. The image of the momentary
god, instead of merely preserving the memory of what
he originally meant and. was-a deliverance from fear,

10 See Otto fespersen, Progress in Language (London, r894), esp. pp.
3)2 fr.
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the fulfillment of a wish and a hope-persists and re-
mains long after that memory has faded and finally
disappeared altogether.

The same function which the image of the god per-
forms, the same tendency to permanent existence, m3I
be ascribed to the uttered sounds of language. The
word, like a god or a daemon, confronts man not as a
creation of his own, but as something existent and sig-
nificant in its own right, as an obiective reality. As soon
as the spark has jumped across, as soon as the tension
and emotion of the moment has found its discharge in
the word or the mythical image, a sort of turning point
has occurred in human mentality: the inner excitement
which was a mere subiective state has vanished, and has
been resolved into the objective form of myth or of
speech. And now an ever-progressive objectification can
begin. In the same measure in which the autonomous
activity of man extends over a widening sphere, and be-
comes adjusted and organized within that sphere, his
mythical and verbal world undergoes a progressive or-
ganization and ever more definite articulation. The
"momentary gods" are succeeded by gods of activity, as
Usener has shown us through the examples of the Roman
"functional gods" and the corresponding Lithuanian
deities. Wissowa summarizes the basic character of
Roman religion with the words: "All their deities are
entirely practically conceived, so to speak---<onceived as
being effective in those things with which the Roman
dealt in his ordinary life: the local environment in which
he moved, the various occupations in which he engaged,
the occasions that determine and shape the life of the
individual as well as the community-all these things
are in the keeping of clearly conceived gods with defi-
nitely recognized powers. For the Roman, even |upiter
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and Tellus were gods of the Roman community, gods
of the hearth and the heath, of wood and wold, seedtime
and harvest, of growth and flower and fruit."r1 Here one
can trace directly how humanity really attains its insight
into objective reality only through the medium of its
own activity and the progressive differentiation of that
activity; before man thinks in terms of logical concepts,
he holds his experiences by means of clear, separate,
mythical images. And here, too, the development of
language appears to be the counterpart of the develop-
ment which mythical intuition and thought undergo;
for one cannot grasp the true nature and function of
linguistic concepts if one regards them as copies, as reP-
resentations of a definite world of facts, whose com-
ponents are given to the human mind ab initio in stark
and separate outlines. Again, the limits of things must
first be posited, the outlines drawn, by the agency of
language; and this is accomplished as man's activity be-
comes internally organized, and his conception of Being
acquires a correspondingly clear and definite pattern.

We have already demonstrated that the primary function
of linguistic concepts does not consist in the comparison
of experiences and the selection of certain common
attributes, but in the concentration of such experiences,
so to speak, in distilling them down to one point.
But the manner of this concentration always depends
upon the direction of the subject's interest, and is de-
termined not so much by the content of the experience
as by the teleological perspective from which it is viewed.
Whatever appears important for our wishing and willing,
our hope and anxiety, for acting and doing: that and
only that receives the stamp of verbal "meaning." Dis-

11 G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Rcjmer (Munich, rgrz),
Vol. z, pp. 24f.
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tinctions in meaning are the prerequisite for that solidi.
fication of impressions which, as we said above, is a
necessary condition for their denotation by words. For
only what is related somehow to the focus point of willing
and doing, only what proves to be essential to the whole
scheme of life and activity, is selected from the uniform
flux-of sense impressions, and is "noticed" in the midst
of them-that is to say, receives a special linguistic ac-
cent, arrame. The beginnings of this process of "notic-
ing" must undoubtedly be attributed even to animal
mentality; for in their world of experience, too, those
elements upon which their impulses and instincts center
are singled out by their conscious apprehension. Only
something that arouses a single impulse, such as the
nutritional or the sexual impulse, or anything that re-
Iates to it, "is there" for an animal as an obiective con-
tent of its feeling and apperception. But such a presence
always 6lls iust the actual moment in which the impulse
is evoked, is directly stimulated. As soon as the excita-
tion abates, and the desire is fulfilled, the world of Being,
the order of perceptions collapses again. When a new
stimulus reaches the animal's consciousness, this world
may be resurrectedl but it is always held in the narrow
confines of actual drives and excitations. Its successive
beginnings always fill just the present moment, without
ranging themselves in any progression; the past is but
dimly retained, the future does not become an image, a

I prospect. Only. symbolic expression can yield the pos-
j sibility of prospect and retrospect, because it is only by

symbols that distinctions are not merely made, but fxed
in consciousness. What the mind has once created, what
has been culled from the total sphere of consciousness,
does not fade away again when the spoken word has set
its seal upon it and given it definite form.

38
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Here, too, the recognition of function precedes that of

Being. The aspects of Being are distinguished and co-
ordinated according to a measure strpplied by action-
hence they are guided, not by any "objective" similarity
among things, but by their appearance through the
medium of practice, which relates them within a pur-
pStyg--lglus. This ieleologiffi
cepts may be readily supported and clarified by means
of examples from the history of language.l2 A great many
of the phenomena which philologists commonly treat
under the general heading of "changes of meaning" can
really be understood in principle only from this angle.
If altered conditions of life, the changes that attend the 11
advance of culture, have brought men into a new prac- \\
tical relation with their environment, the concepts in- ll
herent in language do not retain their original "sense." I I
They begin to shift, to move about, in the same meas-
ure as the bounds of human activity tend to vary and
efiace each other. Wherever, for any reason, the distinc-
tion between two activities loses its importance and
meaning, there is wont to be a corresponding shift of
verbal meanings, namely, of the words which marked
that distinction. A very characteristic instance of this
sort of thing may be found in an article which Meinhof
has published under the title, "On the Influence of Oc-
cupation on the Language of the Bantu Tribes in Africa."
According to Meinhof, "The Herero have a word, rima,
to denote sowing, which is phonetically identical with
Iima, the word for hoeing, cultivating, in other Bantu
languages. The reason for this peculiar change of mean-
ing is that the Herero neither sow nor cultivate the
ground. They are cowherds, and their whole vocabulary

- 
l2ln_regard to the_'teleological" structure of language, cf. the more

detailed study in mv Philosopf,ie d. symbolischen Fo"rmin, l, 254fr.
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smells of cows. Sowing and cultivating they deem un-
worthy occupations for a man; so they do not find it
worth while to draw nice distinctions among such in-
ferior tasks."ra

Primitive languages especially furnish many further
examples in support of the principle that the order of
nomenclature does not rest on the external similarities
among things or events, but that different items bear the
same name, and are subsumed under the same concept,
whenever their funcfional significance is the same, i.e.,
whenever they hold the same place or at least analogous
places in the order of human activities and purposes.
Certain Indian tribes, for instance, are said to use the
same word for "dancing" and for "working"la-obviously
because the distinction between these two activities is
not immediately apparent to them, since in their scheme
of things dance and agriculture serve essentially the same
pu{pose of providing the means of livelihood. The
growth and prosperity of their crops seems to them to
depend as much or more on the correct performance of
their dances, their magical and religious cCremonies, than
on prompt and proper attention to the soil.16 Such a
fusion of activities gives rise to the identification of their
respective names, the "concepts" of language. When
the natives along the Swan River in Africa were first in-
troduced to the sacrament of Communion, they called
it a dance;16 which goes further to show how a unity may

ls'rUeber die Einwirkung der Besc'hdftigung auf die Sprache bei den
ntustdmmen Afrikas," Globus, Vol. 75 (t8SS), p. 36r.ra "Die Tarahumara tenzen iiberhaupt nur zu Zauberzwecken bzw.

Bantustdmmen Afrikas,"
ra"Die Tarahumara tenzen ilberhaubi nur'iu Zauberzwecken bzw.

als 'Gebet.' Tanzen ist ihnen daher . 
'. 

. gleich arbeiten, was aus der
Bedeutung des Wortes tanzen nol6voa hervorgeht," Preuss, "Der
Ursprung der Religion und Kunst," Globus, Vol.87 (t9o5), p.376.Ursprung der Religion und Kunst," Globus, Vol.87 (t9o5), p.376.

16 E. Reclus, Le primitit d'Australie, p. 28.
16Cf. Preuss, Religion und Mythologie der Uitoto (Gdttingen and

I*ipng, r9z3),l, n7fr.; ll, 677f.
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be posited by language in spite of all distinctions and
even complete disparity of appearances, as long as the
contents of experience agree in their functional import-
in this case, their religious significance.l?

Here is one of the basic motives by virtue of which
mythical thinking transcends the original vagueness of
"complex" intuitions and proceeds to concretely de-
fined, distinctly sundered, and individualized mental con-
structions. This process, too, rs determined primarily by
the lines which activity takes; so much so that the forms
of mythical invention reflect, not the objective char-
acter of things, but the forms of human practices. The
primitive god, like primitive action, is limited to a very
restricted sphere. Not only does every occupation have
its particular god, but each phase of the total action be-
comes the domain of an independent god or daemon
who governs this precise sphere of action. The Roman
Fratres Amales, when making atonement for the re-
moval of trees from the sacred grove of the goddess Dia,
divided the deed into a number of separate acts, for each
of which a special deity was invoked: Deferenda for
fetching down the wood, Commolenda for chopping it
up, Coinquenda for splitting it, and Adolenda for burn-

1? Here we may adduce a further striking example of this "teleo-
logical" construction of language, which I owe to a verbal communica-
tion from my colleague Professor Otto Dempwolfi. In the Kite language,
which is current in Nerv Guinea, there is a word bilin, rvhich denotes
a certain kind of srass with tough stems and roots that are wedged
firmly in the soil; ihe latter .r. riid to hold the earth together dur-ing
earthquakes, so that it does not break apart. When nails were first
introduced by Europeans, and when their use became popularly
known, the natives applied this word to them-as also tg wire and to
iron rods, in short, to everything that served the purpose of holding
things together.

Similarly, one may often observe in nursery language the creation
of such teleological identities, which do not meet our class concepts
at all, and seeni euetr to defy them. Cf. Clara and William Stern, Die
Kindersprache (Leipzig, 19o6), pp. 26, t7z, etal.

4L
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ing up the brushwciod.ts The same phenomenon may be
seen in primitive languages, which often divide an action
into several subactions, and instead of comprehending
it all under one term, denote each part by a separate
verb, as though they had to break up the idea into little
pieces in order to handle it. Perhaps it is not mere chance
that in the language of the Evd, who have such a wealth
of "mornentary gods" and "special gods," this peculiarity
should be very pronounced.re And even where both
language and myth have risen considerably above such
momentary, sense-bound intuition, where they have
broken through their original fetters, they long remain
quite inseparably involved with each other. Their con-
nection is, in fact, so close that it is impossible to de-
termine on a basis of empirical data which of them takes
the lead in their progress toward universal formulation
and conception, and which one merely follows suit.
Usener, in a section of his work that is philosophically
one of the most significant parts, has sought to prove
that all general terms in language have had to go through
a certain mythical phase. The fact that in the Indo
Germanic languages abstract concepts are usually de-
noted by feminine nouns, with the feminine ending -a
(-z), proves, according to Usener, that the idea this
feminine form expresses was originally not conceived as
an abstractum, but apprehended and felt as a female
d,eity.

"Can there be any doubt," he asks further, "whether
i[69os came first, or 66|os, the divine image or the con-
dition? Why should the condition be denoted as some-
thing of masculine gender, not as neuter, like ra aeor?
The first creation of the word must have been inspired

lt Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Rd,mer, Vol. z, p. 25.
loWestermann, Grammatik der Ewe-Sprache (Berlin, r9o7), p. 95.
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by some idea of a living, personal Being, the "Startler,"
the "Flight Producer"; in countless applications of the
supposed abstract word, this Being still appears: ciofi\lev
ot &vhreac O,ipos, the Startler stalks, or attacks, mel The
same process must be assumed for the making of all
feminized abstractions. The feminine adjective only
became an abstraction after it had denoted a female per-
sonage, and in primitive times this could not have been
conceived as anything but a goddess" (p. 37S).

But does not the science of language as well as that
of religion show signs of a converse process as well?
Should we not suppose, for instance, that the way which
inflected languages have of endowing every noun with
a particular gender may have influenced the conceptions
of mythico-religious imagination and bent them after its
own fashion? Or may we deem it mere chance that
among peoples whose language does not difierentiate
genders, but employs other and more complex principles
of classification, the realm of myth and religion also ex-
hibits an entirely different structure-that it represenb
all phases of existence not under the auspices of per-
sonal, divine powers, but orders it according to totemic
groups and classes? We shall content ourselves with
merely proposing this question, which would have to be
answered by detailed scientific research. But whatever
the verdict might be, it is evident that myth and language
play similar roles in the evolution of thought from
momentary experience to enduring conceptions, from
sense impression to formulation, and that their respective
functions are mutually conditioned. Together and in
combination they prepare the soil for the great syntheses
from which our mental creation, our unified vision of
the cosmos springs.
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SO far we have sought to discover the comnron root oflinguistic and mvtht conceptionf ,roiu 
"rir., 

the ques-tion, how this relationsf,ip i!--refle;l; ," the structureof the "wortd,, that is gi"* bt;;;;;h and by mvth.Here we encounter a lari ttrat nltai 
"q*ilil";rrri'rt#_botic forms, and bears essentrrly-# t#. ;;i;tt"".None of them arise,injtially ,;;;pirr_t , independently

recognizable_ fgrms, b.t every orr. Lf them must first beemancipated from the commo" *niri* of *ytf. 
-afi

mental contents, no matter how truly they evince aseparate systematic realm and a ,.principl.1, 
of tt.i,o*n, r3r"1hrally kno_wn to us only as thus involved andgrounded. Theoretical, practical rria rJn.tic conscious-ness, the world of Ianguage arrd oi morality, the basicforms of the commuriity"and th, il._they are alloriginally tied up witlr'myilico-r.tigious conceptions.This connection is so strong that whe-re it begins to dis-solve the whore intetectuar?orri r..*r threatened with

l]:TnO": 
and collapse; so vital that as the separate formsemerge from the original whole and henceforth showspecific characteristicJ against its undiffLrentiated back-ground they seem to uprbot themselves and lose some of

ll.i'.:lt .B'9p.' nlturg. O'ry gria"rr[, ao they showthat this self-imposition is part of- th.i.,Jf f_A.u.ioi;;;;
:hal tlle negation contains in..*Uyro^of1 ,,., assertion,that the very divorcement becomes the starting point ofa new connection, which arises from extraneous postula-tions.

The original bond between the linguistic and the
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mythico-religious consciousness is primarily expressed in
the fact that all verbal structures appear as also mythical
entities, endowed with certain mythical powers, that the
Word, in fact, becomes a sort of primary force, in which
all being and doing originate. In all mythical cosmog-
onies, as far back as they can be traced, this supreme
position of the Word is found. Among the texts which
Preuss has collected among the Uitoto Indians there is
one which he has adduced as a direct parallel to the open-
ing passage of St. |ohn, and which, in his translation,
certainly seems to fall in with it perfectly: "In the be-
ginning," it says, "the Word gave the Father his
origin."zo Of course, shiking though it may be, no one
would try to argue from this coincidence to any direct
relationship or even an analogy of material content be-
tween that primitive creation story and the speculations
of St. fohn. And yet it presents us with a certain prob
lem, it points to the fact that some indirect relationship
must obtain, which covers everything from the most
primitive gropings of mythico-religious thought to those
highest products in which such thought seems to have
already gone over into a realm of pure speculation.

A more precise insight into the foundations of this
relationship can be attained only in so far as we are able
to carry back the study of those examples of Word
veneration, which the history of religions is always un-
covering, from the mere analogy of their respective
contents to the recognition of their common form. There
must be some particular, essentially unchanging function
that endows the Word with this extraordinary, religious
character, and exalts it ab initio to the religious sphere,
the sphere of the "holy." In the creation accounts of
almost all great cultural religions, the Word appears in

D Preuss, Relgion und Mythologie der Uitoto, l, z5 t.; II, 659.

1'
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R

l' league with the highest Lord of creation; either as the

| |tool which he employs or actually as the primary source
| 

'from 
which he, like all other Being and order of Being,

\ is derived. Thought and its verbal utterance are usually
taken directly as one; for the mind that thinks and the
tongue that speaks belong essentially together. Thus, in
one of the earliest records of Egyptian theology, this
primary force of "the heart and the tongue" is attributed
to the creation-god Ptah, where\ he produces and
govems all gods and men, all animals, and all that lives.
Whatever is has come into being through the thought
of his heart and the command of his tongue; to these
two, all physical and spiritual being, the existence of the
Ka as well as all properties of things, owe their origin.
Here, as indeed certain scholars have pointed out, thou-
sands of years before the Christian era, God is conceived
as a spiritual Being who thought the world before he
created it, and who used the Word as a means of ex-
pression and an instrument of creation.2l And as all

21 See Moret, Mystdres Egyptiens (Paris, r9r3), pp. rr8fi., r38. Cf.
csp. Erman, "Ein Denkmal memphitischer Theologie," litzungsbericht
der &ciniglich-Preussischen A&ademie der'Wjssenschaften, XLIII
(r9rr),9r6fi. An exact parallel to this may be found in a creation
hymn of Polynesia, whictr, according to Bastian's German translation
(here rendered into Enelish), reads as follows:' 

In the beginning, Space and the Companion,
Space in the height of Heaven,
Tananaoa filled; he ruled the Heaven,
And Mutuhei wound himself above it.
In those days was no voice, no sound,
No living thing yet in motion.
No day ihere 'iai as yet, no light,
Only a gloomy, black-dark night.
Taninaoi it w;l who conquerEd the night,
And Mutuhei's spirit the distance pierced.
From Tananaoa Atea was sprung,
Mighty, filled with the power of life,
Atea it was, who now ruled the Day,
And drove away Tananaoa."

'The basic idea is that Tananaoa induces the process in that the original
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physical and psychical Being rest in him, so do all ethical
bonds and the whole moral order.

Those religions which base their world picture and
their cosmogony essentially on a fundamental ethical con-
trast, the dualism of good and evil, venerate the spoken
Word as the primary force by whose sole agency Chaos
was transformed into an ethico-religious Cosmos. Ac-
cording to the Bundahish, the cosmogony and cosmog-
raphy of the Parsis, the war between the power of Good
and the power of Evil, i.e., between Ahura Mazda and
Angra Mainyu, begins with Ahura Mazda's reciting the
words of the Holy Prayer (Ahuna Vairya):

"He spake that which has twenty-one words. The end,
which is his victory the impotence of Angra Mainyu,
the decline of the Daevas, the resurrection and the
future life, the ending of opposition to the (good) cre-
ation for all eternity-all these he showed to Angra
Mainyu When a third of this prayer had been
spoken, Angra Mainyu doubled up his body with terror,
when two-thirds had been spoken he fell upon his knees,
and when the whole had been uttered he was con-
founded, and powerless to abuse the creatures of Ahura
Mazda, and remained confounded for three thousand
years."22

Here, again the words of the prayer precede the mate-
rial creation, and preserve it ever against the destructive
powers of the Evil One. Similarly, in India, we find the

sjlence (Mutuhei) is removed through the production of Tone
lOng) , and ltea_(Light) is wedded with the Red Dawn (Atanua).,,
See.Bastian, ^Die heilige fagg der Polynesier, Kosmogonie u.' Theologi,c
(Leipzig, r88_r), pp. r3f; also Achelis, "Ueber Mythologie u. Kul[us
von Hawaii, Das Ausland, Vol. 66 (t8Sl), p. 4i,6.
- 

22 See Der Bundehesh, zum ersten Male h6iausgegeben yon Fer-
dinand /usti (I*rp"ig, 1868), Chap. r, p. 3.
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power of the Spoken Word (Vac) exalted even above
the might of the gods themselves.

"On the Spoken Word all the gods depend, all beasts
and men; in the Word live all creatures . . . the Word
is the Imperishable, the firstborn of the eternal Law,
the mother of the Veddas, the navel of the divine
world."23

As the Word is first in origin, it is also supreme in
power. Often it is the name of. the deity, rather than the
god himself, that seems to be the real source of effi-
cacy.2a Knowledge of the name gives him who knows it
mastery even over the being and will of the god. Thus
a familiar Egyptian legend tells how Isis, the great sor-
ceress, craftily persuaded the sun-god Ra to disclose his
name to her, and how through possession of the name
she gained power over him and over all the other gods.26
In many other ways, too, Egyptian religious life in all
its phases evinces over and over again this belief in the
supremacy of the name and the magic power that dwells

sTaittiriya Brahm., z, 8, 8, 4 (German by Gelder in his Religionr
geschichtliches Lesebuch, p. r25).

2a According to the tradition of the Maori, upon their first immigra-
tion in New Zaland they did not take along their old gods, but only
their mighty pnyers, by means of which they were assured the power
of bending the gods to their will. Cf. Brinton, Religions of. Pimitivc
Peoples, pp. ro3f.

2t"I am he," says Re in this story "with many names and many
shapes, and my form is in every god. . . . My father and mv mother
havl iold -.' *y name, and'it" has remained hidden in hy body
since my birth, lest some sorcerer should acquire magic power over me
thereby." Then said Isis to Re (who has been stung by a poisonous
serpent of her creation, and is appealing to all the gods for help from
the poison): "Tell me your name, father of gods, . . . that the poison
may go out of you; for ihe man whose namJis spoken, he lives.' And
the poison burned hotter than 6re, so that the god could no longer
resisf. He said to Isis: "My name shall go forth from my body and
over into thine." And he added: "Thou shalt conceal it, but to thy
son Horus thou mayst reveal it as a potent spell against every poison."
See Erman, Aegypten u. aegyptischei Lebei im lltertum, il, 36ofi.;
De aegyptische Religion, Vol. z, pp. t73f.
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in it.28 The ceremonies attending the anointment of
kings are governed by minute prescriptions for the trans-
ference of the god's several names to the Pharaoh; each
name conveys a special attribute, a new divine power.2?

Moreover, this motive plays a decisive role in the
Egyptian doctrines of the soul and its immortality. The
souls of the departed, starting on their journey to the
land of the dead, must be given not only their physical
possessions, such as food and clothing, but also a cer-
tain outfit of a magical nature: this consists chiefly of
the names of the gatekeepers in the nethdr world, for
only the knowledge of these names can unlock the doors
of Death's kingdom. Even the boat in which the dead
man is conveyed, and its several parts, the rudder, the
mast, etc., demand that he call them by their right
names; only by virtue of this appellation can he render
them willing and subservient and cause them to take him
to his destination.2E

The essential identity between the word and what it
denotes becomes even more patently evident if we look
at it not from the objective standpoint, but from a sub-
jective angle. For even a person's ego, his very self and
personality, is indissolubly linked, in mythic thinking,

20 Cf. the examples cited by Budge, Egyptian Magic (London, r9r r ),
Vol. z, pp. 157ft.; also Hopfner, Griechisch-Aegyptischer Ofrenbarungs-
zauber (Leipzig, tgzt), pp. 68oft.

2? Cf. esp. G. Foucart, Histoire des religions et mCthode com-
rative (Paris, rgrz), pp. zozf.: "Donner au Pharaon un 'nom'parative ( 19l2), pp. zozf.:  "Donner au

nouveau, dans lequel entrait la dCsignation d'un attribut ou d'une mani-
festation de

49

festation de I'Epervier, puis, plus tard, de Ri et I'aiouter aux autres
noms du protocol royale, c'6tait pour les Egyptiens introduire dans la per-noms du Protocol royale, c'etalt pour les Egyptlens rntrodurre dans la PeI-
sonne royale, et superposer arx autres €liments qui la composaient d€jl,
un €tre nouveau, exceotionnel, qui Ctait une incamation de Ri. Ou. plusun €tre nouveau, exceptionnel, qui Ctait une incamation de Ri. Ou, plus
exactement, c'Ctait bel et bien d€tacher de R6 une des vibrations- uneexactement, c'Ctait bel et bien d€tacher de Ri une des vibrations, une
des imes forces, dont chacune est lui tout entier; et en la faisant entrer
dans la personne du Roi, c'Ctait transformer toute celle-ci en un nouvel
exemplaire, un nouveau support matdriel de la divinit€."

28 For further details see Budge, op. cit., pp. r64ff.
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with his name. Here the name is never a mere slmbol,
but is part of the personal property of its bearer; prop-
erty which must be carefully protected, and the use of
which is exclusively arrd iealously reserved to him. Some-
times it is not only his name, but also some other verbal
denotation, that is thus treated as a physical possession,
and as such may be acquired and usurped by someone
else. Georg von der Gabelentz, in his book on the science
of language, mentions the edict of a Chinese emperor of
the third century r.c., whereby a pronoun in the first
person, that had been legitimately in popular use, was
henceforth reserved to him alone.2e And the name may
even acquire a status above the more or less accessory
one of a personal possession, when it is taken as a truly
substantial Being, an integral part of its bearer. As such
it is in the same category as his body or his soul. It is
said of the Eskimos that for them man consists of three
elements-body, soul, and name.so And in Egypt, too,
we find a similar conception, for there the physical body
of man was thought to be accompanied, on the one
hand, by his Ka, or double, and, on the other, by his
name, as a sort of spiritual double. And of all these three
elements it is iust the last-mentioned which becomes
more and more the expression of a man's "self," of his
"personality."31 Even in far more advanced cultures this
connection between name and personality continues to
be felt. 

'When, 
in Roman law, the concept of the "legal

person" was formally articulated, and this stafus was de-
nied to certain physical subiects, those subiects were

also denied official possession of a proper name. Under

mDie Sprachwissenschaft, p. zz8.
e See Biinton, Religions oi Pilmitive Peoples, P'_9,3. .
srCf. Budge, op.-cit., P. r57, also Morel Mystdres EgPtiens,

P. rr9.
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Roman law a slave had no legal name, because he could
not function as a legal person.32

In other ways, too, the unity and uniqueness of the
name is not only a mark of the unity and uniqueness of
the person, but actually constitutes it; the name is what
first makes man an individual. Where this verbal dis-
tinctiveness is not found, there the outlines of his per-
sonality tend also to be efiaced. Among the Algonquins,
a man who bears the same name as some given person
is regarded as the latter's other self, his alter ego.ss If,
in accordance with a prevalent custom, a child is given
the name of his grandfather, this expresses the belief that
the grandfather is resurrected, reincarnated in the boy.
As soon as a child is bom, the problem arises which one
of his departed ancestors is reborn in him; only after this
has been determined by the priest can the ceremony
be performed whereby the infant receives that progen-
itor's name.sa

Furthermore, the mythic consciousness does not see
human personality as something fixed and unchanging,
but conceives every phase of a man's life as a new per.
sonality, a new self; and this metamorphosis is first of all
made manifest in the changes which his name under-
goes. At-pub.rty 

" 
boy receives a new name, becausg by

virtue of the magical rites accompanying his initiation,
he has ceased to exist as a boy, and has been reborn as a

__82Mommsen, Rcimisches Staatsrecht, III,_ r,.p. zo3; cf. Rudolph
Hinel, "Der Name+in Beitrag zu seiner Gschichte im Altertum'u.
besonders bei den Griechen," Abhandlungen der sdclsr'rclen Gescll-
schaft der Wisenschaften, Vol. XXVI (ro-r8). p. ro.* "T" orp-ression in the^Algonkin toirgire ior^a person of the samc
name is njnd owiawina, .He -is 

anothei myself.'i' (Cuoq. Lexiouc

8'::"lt::fl:io;':",i,,T1-;0"J,"?f; "t3#;l;Ji'ff "a*:ii,:5:t*f '#1%#T"",?1'g,"i"rTlr:;i:iffi 
,,$olii"tr;inl);Jr-'n.
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man, the reincarnation of one of his ancestors.sF In other
cases the change of name sometimes serves to protect a
man against impending danger; he escapes by taking on
a difterent self, whose form makes him unrecognizable.
Among the Ev6 it is customary to give children, and
especially those whose elder brothers or sisters have died
young, a name that has a frightful connotation, or at-
tributes some non-human nature to them; the idea is
that Death may be either frightened away, or deceived,
and will pass them by as though they were not human
at all.36 Similarly, the name of a man laboring under dis-
ease or bloodguilt is sometimes changed, on the same
principle, that Death may not find him. Even in Greek
culture this custom of altering names, with its mythic
motivation, still maintained itself.3? Quite generally, in
fact, the being and life of a pe$on is so intimately con-
nected with his name that, as long as the name is pre'
served and spoken, its bearer is still felt to be present and
directly active. The dead may, at any moment, be liter'
ally "invoked," the moment those who survive him speak
his name. As everyone knows, the fear of such visitation
has led many savages to avoid not only every mention
of the departed, whose name is tabooed, but even the
enunciation of all assonances to his name. Often, for
instance, an animal species whose name a defunct Pe$on
had borne has to be given a different appellation, lest
the dead man be inadvertently called upon by speaking

85 Characteristic examples may be found especially among the initia'
tion rites of Australian native tribes; cf. esp. Howitt, The Native
Tribes of South East Australia (London, r9o4), and |ames, Primitive
futual and Beliel (London, r9r7), pp. 16 ff .

88Cf. Spieth, op. cit., p. 27o.
8? Hermippos 26, 7:

6td roitto xa\6s fipiv |etot xal icpol &vlpes &iortoav tva\|rdrrctv rd r(ov

&rot1.oltivov 6v6para, 6ros rc)ruvoivres a:lrois xard rdv tvaiptol t6tov

\avil&veu llfi xal 6&p7co0at'
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of the beast.ss In tnany cases procedures of this sor! en-
tirely mythic in their motivation, have had a radical
influence on language, and modified vocabularies con-
siderably.se And the further a Being's power extends, the
more mythic potency and "significance" he embodies,
the greater is the sphere of influence of his name. The
rule of secrecy, therefore, applies first and foremost to
the Holy Name; for the mention of it would immediately
release all the powers inherent in the god himself.ao

Here, again, we are faced with one of the prime and
essential motives which, rooted as it is in the deepest
layers of mythical thought and feeling, maintains itself
even in the highest religious formulations. Giesebrecht
has traced the origin, extent and development of this
motive throughout the Old Testament, in his work, Die
alttestamentliche Schiitzung des Gottesnamens und ihre
religionsgeschichtliche Grundlage. But early Christian-
ity, too, still labored entirely under the spell of this idea.

"The fact that the name functions as proxy for its
bearer," says Dieterich in his Eine Mithrasliturgie, "and
to speak the name may be equal to calling a person into
being; that a name is feared because it is a real power;

s Ten Kate, "Notes ethnographiques sur les Comanches," Revue
0tinographie, IV, r3r (cite-d irori Preus. "Urspruns der Religiond'E-t.\nographie, IV, r3r (ar-tnnogfaPnte, rv, r3r ((

u. Kunst," Globus, Vol. 8z
Preus, "Ursprung der Religion

Kunst," clobus, Vol. EZ, p. eoS).8e lJame taboos, I am 
'told -in 'a

a peisonal communication fron
y in Africa: amonE menv BrnhrMeinhof, play a vital part especially i-n Africa; among many Baatu

tribes, for instance, wo-men are nof allowed totrrDes, tor rnstance, women are not allowed to speak the names of
their husbands or their fathers, so they are co*pdiled to invent new

s For, later - Greek magical p-ractices, cf. Hopfner, Griechirch-
igyptis.cher.Ofienbarungsza-uber,_^$ 7c; p. r7gi,,1" hoh;; ;"d
michtiger d-er Gott war, desto kriftiler uid wiricsam6r musste auchmechtiger der Gott wai, desto kriftller uid wirisamer musste auch
sein wahrer Name sein. Daher_ist es gin4 folgerichtig anzunehmen, das
dcr wahre Name des einen U-rgottl, des SchOpleis (aza"rp7an1 6i;dcr wahre Name des einen Ureotti, des
Menschen iiberhaupt unertrAgliih iei: ,
qcr wanre r.{ame oes etnen Urgotts, des Sch0pfers (dzproupzdr) ftir
Menschen iiberhaupt unertrAgliih iei: denn 

'die..r' 
N"-e'*lr 

-i"

zugleich auch das G<;ttliche an iich und zwar in seiner hiichsrm pormlzJgleicll auch das Gbttliche an-sich und zwar in s.in"i-frocfriie" il#;
daher fiir die schwache Natur des Stetblichen viel zu starh dahd
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tdtet er den, der ihn htirt."
zu stark; daher
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that knowledge of it is sought because being able to speak
it bestows control of that power on the knower-all
these facts indicate clearly what the early Christians were
still feeling and trying to express when they said 'In

God's name' instead of 'In God,' or'In Chrisfs name'
for 'In Christ.' . . . Thus we c:rn understand such ex-
pressions as go.rd?ew els rl 6vopa. Xpwror- instead of. par-
tLev ets xpwil4 the name is pronounced over the font
and thereby takes possession of the water and pewades it
so that the neophyte is quite literally immersed in the
name of the Lord. The congregation, whose liturgy begins
with the words: 'In the name of God,'was thought at the
time to be within the bourne of the name's efficacy (no
matter how figuratively and formally the phrase is taken).
'Where two or three are gathered together in my mmg
(ets d &1Av 6w1n) t-here am I in the midst of them-
(Matthew r8:zo) means simply,'Where they pronounce
my name in their assembly, there I am really presenL'
'A1oa.o&fitu d 6vop&oou once had a much more concrete
sense than one would ever suspect from the hermeneudcs
of the several churches and their doctrines."al

The "special god," too, Iives and acts only in the par-
ticular domain to which his name assigns and holds him.
'Whoever, 

therefore, would be assured of his Protection
and aid must be sure to enter his realm, i.e., to call him
by his "right" name. This need explains the phraseolog5t
of prayer, and of religious speech in general, both in
Greece and in Rome-all the turns of phrase which ring
a change on the several names of the god, in order to
obviate the danger of missing the proper and essential
appellation. Conceming the Greels, this practice is rc-
corded for us by a we[*nown Passage in Plato's Kraty'

'lDieterich, Einc Mithrasliturgie, pp. rrr, rr4f.
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Ios;{2 in Rome it produced a standing formula, in which
the various terms of invocation, corresponding to the
several aspects of the god's nature and will, are disioined
by "either - or," "sive - 5iys."a3 This stereotyped mode
of address must be repeated every time; for every act of
devotion to the god, every appeal directed to him, com-
mands his attention only if he is invoked by his appro-
priate name. The art of right address, therefore, was
developed in Rome to the point of a sacerdotal tech-
nique, which produced the indigitamenta in the keep-
ing of the pontifices.aa

But here let us stop; for it is not our intention to col-
lect theological or ethnological material, but to clarify
and define the problem presented by such material. Such
interweaving and interlocking as we have found between
the elements of language, and the various forms of re-
ligious and mythical conception cannot be due to mere
chance; it must be rooted in a common characteristic of
Ianguage and myth as such. Some scholars have sought
to base this intimate connection on the suggestive power
of words, and especially of a spoken command, to which
primitive man is supposed to be particularly subiect; the
magical and daemonic power which all verbal utterance
has for the mythic state of consciousness seems to them
to be nothing more than an obiectification of that expe-
rience. But such a narrow empirical and pragmatic foun-
dation, such a detail of personal or social experience,
cannot support the prime and fundamental facts of lin-
guistic and mythic conception. More and more clearly we
see ourselves faced with the question whether the close

0 Plato, Kratylos, 4ooE.A For details see Norden, Agnostos Theos: Untersuchungen zut
Fomrengeschichte religiriser Rcde lleipzig, r9r3), pp. r4l fi.

sCf. Wissom, Religion und Kultui dlr Rtim-er, Vot.'i, p.37.

) )
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relationship of contents which certainly obtains betweenlanguage and myth may not be most readily exptrineJ
b.y the common form of their evolution, by the condi-
,T::, _:ll.l .gou.T, both verbal exp res s i on', n a 

- 
rn ytnl.rmagrnatron from their earliest, unconscious beginnines.

We have found these conditions given il; .r#T;:prehension that is contrary to theoreiiJ, 
-?ir"*rii"

thinking. For, as the latter i""a, to*"ra .*prnriorr.irn_
plication and systematic connection, the former tendstoward concentration, telescoping, separate characteriza-
tion. In discursive though! tire iarticular phenomenon
is related to the whole pattern oi b.ing ani of p.o..rr,
with ever-tig-htening, evei more elaborat! bonds iii, fr.td
to that totality. In mythic conception, however, things
are not taken for what they mean indirectly, but io, th"li
immediate appearance; they are taken as pure presenta-
tions, and embodied in the imagination. fi i, *iy-t"-r*

:*:_:1T'?:1, "l 
hypostatization"must read to r; ;;.dy

dltterent attitude toward the spoken word, toward it's
p,owe1 and content, than the itandpoint of discursive
thought would produce. For theoreticat thint irr;, ;;j
is essentially a vehicle serving the fundamental aim of
such ideation: the establishirent of relationships Ue-
*.*l .!he givgn phenomenon and others which arerrKe' tt or otherwise connected with it according to
some -co-ordinating law. The significance of discuisive
thought lies entirely in this function. In this sense, it is
:oT.thi".g. essentially ideal, a ..sign,' or symbol, th" ob_
,ecr or whrch is not a substantial entity but lies rather in
the relations it establishes. The word stands, so to ,p.+
betwee.n actual particular impressions, as , ph.no*Lnon
ot a_ dfterent order, a new intellectual dimension; and
to- this mediating position, this remoteness from the
sphere of immediate data, it owes the freedom and ease
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with which it moves among specific objects and connects
one with another.

This free ideality, which is the core of its logical na-
ture, is necessarily lacking in the realm of mythic con-
ception. For in this realm nothing has any significance
or being save what is given in tangible reality. Here is
no "reference" and "meaning"; every content of con-
sciousness to which the mind is directed is immediately
translated into terms of actual presence and eftective-
ness. Here thought does not confront its data in an at-
titude of free contemplation, seeking to understand their
structure and their systematic connections, and analyzing
them according to their parts and functions, but is simply
captivated by a total impression. Such thinking does not
develop the given content of experience; it does not
reach backward or forward from that vantage point to
find "causes" and "effects," but rests content with tak-
ing in th€ sheer existent. When Kant defined "reality"
as any content of empirical intuition which follows gen-
eral laws and thus takes its place in the "contexl of
experience," he gave an exhaustive definition of the con-
cept of reality in the canons of discursive thought. But
mythic ideation and primitive verbal conception recog-
nize no such "context of experience." Their function,
as we have seen, is rather a process of almost violent sep
aration and individuation. Only when this intense indi.
viduation has been 

"onsu-*ri.d, 
when the immediate

intuition has been focused and, one might say, reduced
to a single point, does the mythic or linguistic form
gmgrge, and the word or the momentary god is created.
And this peculiar genesis determines the-type of intel-
lectual content that is common to languagJ and myth;
for where the process of apprehension aims not 

"t 
ao

expansion, extension, universalizing of the contenf but
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rather at its highest intensification, this fact cannot fail
to influence human consciousness. All other things are
Iost to a mind thus enthralled; all bridges between the
concrete datum and the systematized totality of experi-
ence are broken; only the present reality, as mythic or
Iinguistic conception stresses and shapes it, fills the en-
tire subjective realm. So this one content of experience
must reign over practically the whole experiential world.
There is nothing beside or beyond it whereby it could be
measured or to which it could be compared; its mere
presence is the sum of all Being. At this point, the word
which denotes that thought content is not a mere con-
ventional symbol, but is merged with its object in an
indissoluble unity. The conscious experience is not
merely wedded to the word, but is consumed by it.
Whatever has been fixed by a name, henceforth is not
only real, but is Reality. The potential between "symbol"
and "meaning" is resolved; in place of a more or less
adequate "expression," we find a relation of identity, of
complete congruence between "image" and "obiect,"
between the name and the thing.

From another angle, too, we may observe and eluci-
date this substantial embodiment which the spoken
word undergoes: for the same sort of hypostatization or
transubstantiation occurs in other realms of mental
creativity; indeed, it seems to be the typical process in
all unconscious ideation. All cultural work, be it tech-
nical or purely intellectual, proceeds by the gradual shift
from the direct relation between man and his environ-
ment to an indirect relation. In the beginning, sensual
impulse is followed immediately by its gratification; but
gradually more and more mediating terms intervene
between the will and its object. It is as though the will,
in order to gain its end, had to move away from the
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goal instead of toward it; instead of a simple reaction,
almost in the nature of a reflex, to bring the object into
reach, it requires a differentiation of behavior, covering
a wider class of objects, so that finally the sum total of
all these acts, by the use of various "means," may realize
the desired end.

In the realm of technical achievement this increasing
mediation may be seen in the invention and use of tools.
But herg again, it may be observed that as soon as man
employs a tool, he views it not as a mere artifact of which
he is the recognized maker, but as a Being in its own
right, endowed with powers of its own. Instead of being
governed by his will, it becomes a god or daemon on
whose will he depends-to which he feels himself sub
iected, and which he adores with the rites of a religious
cult. Especially the ax and the hammer seem to have
attained such religious significance in earliest times;a6
but the cult of other implements, too, such as the hoe
or the fishhook, the spear or the sword, may be found to
this day among primitive peoples. Among the Ev6 the
smith's hammer (Zu) is deemed a mighty deity whom
they worship and to whom they make sacrifices.ao And
even in Greek religion and Greek classical literature the
sentiment that prompts such a cult often finds direct
expression. As an example of this, Usener has drawn at-
tention to a passage in the Seyen against Thebes of
Aeschylos, in which Parthenopaeus swears by his spear,
which he "honors above god, and above his eyes," to de-
stroy Thebes. "Life and Victory depend upon direction
and power, as also on the good will of the weapon; this
feeling wells up irresistibly in the crucial moment of the

a5 Examples of this may be found, e.g., in Beth's Einfiihrung in die
vergleichende Religionsgcichichte (Leip;ig, rgzo), pp. 24ff.

ispieth, Religi6n der Eweer, p. rri.
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battle; and prayer does not invoke a god from afar to
guide the weapon-the weapon itself is god, the helper
and deliverer."rz

An implement, then, is never regarded as something
simply manufactured, something thought of and pro-
duced, but as a "gift from above." Its origin does not go
back to man himself, but to some "culture hero," either
a god or an animal. This attribution of all cultural values
to a "savior" is so universal that attempts have been
made to find the essence and origin of the god concept
in this notion.as Again we are faced with a characteristic
of mythic thinking which divides it sharply from the way
of "discursive," or theoretical, reflection. The latter is
characterized by the fact that even in apparently immedi-
ately "given" data it recognizes an element of mental
creation, and stresses this active ingredient. Even in mat-
ters of fact it reveals an aspect of mental formulation;
even in sheer sense data it traces the influence of a
"spontaneity of thought" that goes to their making.-
But while logical reflection tends, in this wise, to resolve
all receptivity into spontaneity, mythic conception shows
exactly the opposite tendency, namely, to regard all
spontaneous action as receptive, and all human achieve-
ment as something merely bestowed. This holds for all
the technical means of culture, and no less for its
intellectual tools. For between these two sorts of im-
plement there is originally no sharp dividing line, but
rather a fluid distinction. Even purely mental assets and
achievcments, such as the words of human speech, are
at first conceived entirely in the category of physical
existence and the physical support of mankind. Preuss

{? Uscner, Gottcrnamen, p. 285.
4 Cf. Kurt Breysig, Die Entstehung des Gottesgedankens u. der

Heilbringer, Bcrlin, r9o5.
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reports that, according to the Cora Indians and the
Uitoto, the "Patriarch" created men and nature, but that
since this creation he no longer interferes directly with
the course of events. In lieu of such personal interven-
tion, he gave to men his "Words," i.e., his cult and the
religious ceremonies by means of which they now con-
trol nature and attain whatever is necessary for the wel-
fare and perpetuation of the race. Without these holy
spells which were originally given into their keeping,
men would be entirely helpless, for nature yields noth-
ing merely in return for human labor.ae Among the
Cherokees, too, it is an accepted belief that success in
hunting or fishing is due chiefly to the use of certain
words, of the proper magic formulas.so

It was a long evolutionary course which the human
mind had to traverse, to pass from the belief in a
physico-magical power comprised in the Word to a
realization of its spiritual power. Indeed, it is the Word,
it is language, that really reveals to man that world
which is closer to him than any world of natural objects
and touches his weal and woe more directly than physical
nature. For it is language that makes his existence in a
community possible; and only in society, in relation to
a "Thee," can his subiectivity assert itself as a "Me."
But here again the creative act, while it is in progress,
is not recognized as such; all the energy of that spiritual
achievement is proiected into the result of it, and seems
bound up in that obiect from which it seems to emanate
as by reflection. Here, too, as in the case of tools and

ae For dctails see Preuss, Dre Nayarit-Expedition, I, rxvrnf.; Relrgion
u. Mythologie der lJitoto l, zSt; cf. 

'also 
pieuss's article: 'i)ie

hrichste Gottheit bei den kulturarmen Viilkern," Psychol. Forschungen,
ll, tgzz.

60 Cf. Mooney, "Sacred Formulas of the Cherokee," VIIth Annual
Report of tfie Bureau o{ Ethnology (Smithsonian Institution).
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instruments, all spontaneity is felt as receptivity, all
creativity as being, and every product of subiectivity as
so much substantiality. And yet, this very hypostatiza-
tion of the Word is of crucial importance in the develop
ment of human mentality. For it is the first form in
which the spiritual power inherent in language can be
apprehended at all; the Word has to be conceived in
the mythic mode, as a substantive being and power,
before it can be comprehended as an ideal instrumen!
an organon of the mind, and as a fundamental function
in the construction and development of spiritual reality.

- i l6-

The Successive Phases of Religious Thought

ACCORDING to Usener, the lowest level to which we
can trace back the origin of religious concepts is that
of "momentary gods," as he calls those images which
are born ftom the need or the specific feeling of a critical
moment sprung from the excitation of mythicoreligious
fantasy, and still bearing the mark of all its pristine
volatility and freedom. But it appers that the new find-
ings which ethnology and comparative religion have put
at our disposal during the three decades since the publi-
cation of Usener's work enable us to go back one step
further yet. A few years before lUsener's book there ap
peared a work by the English missionary Codrington:
The Melanesians; Studies in their Anthropology and
Folk-Inre (t8gt), which enriched the discipline of re-
ligious history by a very important concept. Codrington
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shows the root of all Melanesian religion to be the con-
cept of a "supernafural power," which permeates all
things and events, and may be present now in objects,
now in persons, yet is never bound exclusively to any
single and individual subject or obiect as its host, but
may be transmitted from place to place, from thing to
thing, from person to person. In this light, the rvhole
existence of things and the activity of mankind seem to
be embedded, so to speak, in a mythical "field of force,"
an atmosphere of potency which permeates everything,
and which may appear in concentrated form in certain
extraordinary obiects, removed from the realm of every-
day afiairs, or in specially endowed persons, such as dis-
tinguished warriors, priests, or magicians. The core of
this world view, however, of the "mana" concept which
Codrington found among the Melanesians, is not so
much the idea of such particular embodiments, as the
notion of a "power" in general, able to appear now in
this form, now in that, to enter into one obiect and then
into another; a power that is venerated for its "holiness"
as well as feared for the dangers it contains. For that
power which is conceived in a positive sense as "mana"
has also a negative aspect as the power of "taboo."
Every manifestation of the divine potency, be it vested
in persons or things, animate or inanimate, falls outside
the realm of the "profane," and belongs to a special
sphere of being which has to be separated from the or-
dinary and mundane by set lines of division, and by all
sorts of protective measures.

Since Codrington's early discoveries, the science of
ethnology has proceeded to trace the diftusion of these
concepts all over the earth. Certain terms that cone-
spond exactly to the meaning of mana may be found not
only among the South Sea Islanders, but also among a
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great many American Indian tribes, as well as in Aus-tralia and in Africa. precisely the sa'me notion of a uni-versal, essentiallv undiffereniiated power may be found
illn: 

Algon,quin ,,manitu,,, 
the ,,wakanda,, 

of the Sioux,the "orenda" of the. Iroquois, and in various Africanreligions. On the basis of iu.h'oUre*ltions, students ofethnology and comparative religion t nu" largely cometo regard this conception not merely as a universalphenornenon, but as nothing f." tfrm n special categoryof mythic consciousnerr. TI'.,,Taboo-Ml;;-i.;;;il;I
has been regarded as the "minimu-m definition of re-ligion," i.e., is the expression of a distinction which con-stitutes one of the essential, indispensable conditions ofr_eligious life as such, and ,.pr.r"rrt', th. Iowest level of itthat we know.6r

Concerning the proper interpretation of this formula,and of the mana concept and its various .qri"rf.rir,ethnologists have, indeed, reached no g;rr.rnl agreement.In fact, their several rendering, ,rrJ iu..pted explana-tions still stand in complete varion.. 
-to 

one another."Prean imistic" theories aiterna te *ih-,."ri*irti;;; ;;;;;interpretations which treat the *r"n L something mate-rial are ipposed to others which ,tr*r'it, dynamic na-ture and tend to regard it purely as a force.i, Bur thisvery disagreement -ay serui to bring us closer to theacfual sense of the mana conception; fir it demonstrates
61 Cf. especiallv Marett, ..The, 

Taboo_mana Formula as a minimumDefi n i ti gn bf Reiig;on, " * rni ii 
- 
t i; r- frliejrriri.,,r#.ana "ne b;ffiil Jt y,n;;t i;#;;",,b#Ti'Hl.,Tjtrlll,"fJ:Congress for rhe'Hjsr. ot Reti|l2n-i(tff*;;ld8), I (reprinted inThe Threshold of Re|igion, ro"njon,, ;;;,"',rlr::See also Hewitt. ..Oreid

Anth roporosisr, N. s. rv e r::i, ili#i;' :1 ft r;?":'1'' oi;31,f,);
--nn exceilent critical survey of'_th-e various theories represented inethnological literature mru be,iouni; F:'il. #;ann,s rvork, Mana:

,o:..-l:et *s "Ausseroidenrr,"h w;;il;d;ff;l:' bei sridseev.rkern,t-ctPzrg, ,.922.
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the fact that this conception is still quite indifierent,
one might say "neutral," to a host of distinctions which
our theoretical view of being and happening and our
advanced religious feeling would apply to it. A survey of
the available material.tends rather to show that this in'
difterence is an essential trait of the mana conception,
and that the more one tries to "determine" it, i.e., to
interpret it in the categories of distinctions and contra'
dictions familiar to our thinking, the more widely one
misses its true nature. Codrington himself attempted thg
first and most obvious characterization of it when he de-
scribed it as not only a supernatural and magical power,
but a mental or "spiritual" power as well. But the prob'
Iematical aspect of this characterization appeared even
in his own examples of it. For they show clearly that
the content and compass of the mana idea do not co-
incide at all with our idea of the "spiritual"-whether
the latter be conceived as something of personal char-
acter, or merely as determined by an animate, as opposed
to inanimate, nature.53 For not everything animate, nor
everything spiritual possesses mana, but only that which,
for one reason or another, is endowed with heightened,
extraordinary effective po\r'ers; and moreover, mana may
belong to mere things, if they exhibit some rare form that
excites the mythic imagination, and thereby rise above
the realm of everyday experience. It appears, therefore,
that the iclea of mana and the various conceptions related
to it are not bound to a particular realm of obiects (ani-
mate or inanimate, physical or spiritual), but that they
should rather be said to indicate a certain "character,"
which may be attributed to the nost diverse obiects and

6s I{ewitt demonstrates, through a detailed linguistic comparison,
that the orenda of the lroquois, too, is not equivalent to their notions
of either spiritual forces or merely life forces, but is a conception and
expression sui generis (op. cit., p. 44 fr.).
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events, if only these evoke mythic "wonder" and stand
forth from the ordinary background of familiar, mun-
dane existence. As Soderblom says, in summarizing the
results of his exhaustive and exact analysis of the con-
cept: "The words in question [mana, manitu, orenda,
etc.] have ambivalent meaning and are variously trans-
lated as remarkable, very strong, very great, very old,
strong in magic, wise in magic, supernatural, divine-
or in a substantive sense'as power, magic, sorcery, for-
tune, success, godhead, delight."5a

Such meanings, utterly disparate to our logical sense,
can yield some sort of unity only if this unity be sought
in a certain type not of content, but of mental attitude,
of conception. It is not a matter of "what," but of "hotv";
not the object of attention, but the sort of attention
directed to it, is the crucial factor here. Mana and its
several equivalents do not denote a single, definite predi-
cate; but in all of them we find a peculiar and consistent
torm of predication This predication may indeed be
designated as the primeval mythico-religious predication,
since it expresses the spiritual "crisis" whereby the holy
is divided from the profane, and set apart from the
sphere of the ordinary, in a religious sense indifferent,
reality. By this process of division the object of religious
experience may really be said to be brought into existence,
and the realm in which it moves to be first established.
And herewith we have arrived at the crucial factor for
our general problem: for our original aim was to treat
both language and myth as spiritual functions which do
not take their departure fron a world of given obiects,
divided according to fixed and finished "attributes," but
which actually first produce this organization of reality

e Siiderblom, Das 
'Werden 

des Gottesglaubens; Untersuchungen iiber
die Antdnge der Rel'gion (German ed., I*ipzig, 1916), p. 95.
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and make the positing of attributes possible. The con'
cept of mana and the correlative, negative concept of
taboo reveal the ways in which this construction is orig-
inally eftected.

where the mythic and religious world has
From the fact that we are here moving on a level

no
on
rot yet at-

tained any fixed form, but is presented to us, so to speak,
in statu nascendi, we may gain insight into the many'
colored, variegated play of meanings in the word-and
the concept-of mana. It is quite telling that even the
attempt to determine the word class to which it belongs
seems to encounter difficulties at every turn. According
to our habits of thinking and speaking, the easiest way
is to take it simply as a noun. This makes mana a sort of
substance, which represents the quintessence of all the
magic powers contained in individual things. It creates
a unified existent thing, which may, however, distribute
itself over various beings or objects. And since, more-
over, this unity was conceived not only as existent, but
as animate and personified, the concept of mana was
endowed with our own basic notion of "spirit"-witness
the way one has often interpreted the manitu of the
Algonquins and the wakanda of the Sioux as nothing
but their respective designations of the "Great Spirit,"
which, one naturally assumed, they adored as the creator
of the world.

But a more precise analysis of the words and their
meanings has nowhere borne out this interpretation.
It showed that quite apart from any category of personal
being, which is never really strictly applicable, even the
mere concept of a thing with independent, substantial
existence is too rigid to render the fleeting, elusive idea
that is here to be grasped. Thus McGee observed, con-
eerning the wakanda of the Sioux, that the reports of
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missionaries, according to which it expressed the con-
cept. of- a- personal, original being, were completely dis-
credited by more scholarly language studiei. ,,Among
these tribes the creation and contiol of tne world and thI
things thereof are ascribed to ,wa-kao-da, (the term vary-
ing somewhat from tribe to tribe), iust as among the
Algonquin tribes omnipotence was ascribed to ,ma-
ni-do' ('Manito the Mighty' of 'Hiawatha'); yet inquiry
shows that waka'da assumes various forms,'and is rather
a_ quality than a definite entity. Thus among many of
the tribes the sun is waka"da-not the wafa'da or a
wataoda, but simply waka"da; and among the same
tribes the moon is wakaoda, and so is thundJr, lightning,
the stars, the winds, the cedar, and various othei thingi;
even a man, especially a shaman, might be waka'da or
a waka'da. In addition the term was applied to mythic
monsters of the earth, air, and watersl and according to
som_e-of the sages the ground or earth, the mythic urrd.r-
world, the ideal upperworld, darkness, etc., were wakaoda
or wakandas. So, too, the fetiches and the ceremonial
objects and decorations. . . . In like manner many natural
objects and places of striking character were considered
waka"da. Thus the term was applied to all sorts of
entities and ideas, and was used (with or without in-
flectional variations) indiscriminately as substantive and
adiective, and with slight modification as verb and adverb.
Manifestly a term so protean is not susceptible of trans-
Iation into the more highly difierentiated language of
civilization. Manifestly, too, the idea expressed by the
term is indefinite, and cannot iustly be rendered into'spirit,' much less 'Great Spirit'; though it is easy to under-
stand how the superficial inquirer, dominated by definite
spiritual concept(s), handicapped by unfamiliarity with
the Indian tongue, misled by ignorance of the vague
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prescriptorial ideation, and perhaps deceived by crafty
native informants or mischievous interpreters, came to
adopt and perpetuate the erroneous inteqpretation. The
term may be translated into 'mystery' perhaps more satis-
factorily than into any other single English word, yet this
rendering is at the same time much too limited and
much too de6nite. As used by the Siouan Indian,
waka"da vaguely connotes also 'power,' 'sacredr' 'ancien!'
'grandeurr' 'animater' 'immortal,' and other words, yet
does not express with any degree of fullness and clear-
ness the ideas conveyed by these terms singly or col-
lectively-indeed, no English sentence of reasonable
length can do justice to the aboriginal idea expressed by
the term wakanda."56

According to the findings of ethnologists and philol-
ogists, much the same thing is true of the Divine Name
in the Bantu languages, and of the fundamental intuition
it embodies. These tongues ofier a special criterion
whereby we may evaluate the conception in question; for
the Bantu languages divide all nouns into different
classes, and as they draw a sharp distinction between
personal and impersonal nouns, the subsumption of the
Divine Name under one of these heads allows us to
infer immediately the character it denotes. And as a
matter of fact the word mulungu, which our missionaries
have accepted as the equivalent of our word "God," is
assigned in the East Bantu dialect, for instance, to the
impersonal class of nouns, to which its prefix and other
formal characteristics assimilate it. Of course, this fact
in itself still allows of other interpretation; it is possible
to view such linguistic properties as signs of degenera-
tion, indicating a regress of religious consciousness.

66McGee, "The Siouan Indians," r5th annual report of the Burcau
of Ethnology (Smithsonian Institutio;), pp. rz8f.
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Roehl, for instance, says in his grammar of the Shambala
language:

"The conception of God as a personal being has been
practically lost among the Shambalas; they speak of God
as of an impersonal spirit, inherent in all nature. The
Mulungu lives in the bush, in separate trees, in clifis, in
caves, in wild animals (lions, snakes, cats), in birds, in
locusts, etc. For such a Mulungu there is no possible
place in class I (the personal class)."56

An exactly opposite intelpretation has been given by
Meinhof, who summarizes the results of a painstaking
analysis of the mulungu concept in the light of religious
and linguistic studies, to the eftect that the word denotes
primarily the place of ancestral spirits and, secondly, the
Wwer which emanates from that spot. "But this power
remains something ghostly; it is not personified, and
accordingly is not treated gammatically as a personal
entity, except where a foreign religion has introduced a
heightened conception of its nature."5? Examples of this

0o Roehl, Versuch einer systematischen Grammatik der Schambala-
qprache (Hamburg, rgrr), pp. 45ft. Another characteristic report on the
"impersonal" nature of the mulungu conccpt is contained in Hether-
wick's account of its use among the Yao of British Central Ahica: "In
its native use and form the word [mulungu] does not imply personality,
for it does not belong to the personal clas of nouns. . . . Its form
denotes rather a statc or property inhering in something, as the life
or health inheres in body, Among the various tribes where the word
is in use as we have described, the missionaries have adopted it as the
word for 'God.' But the untaught Yao refuses to assign to it any idea
of being a personality. It is to him more a quality or faculty of the
human nature whose signification he has qtended so as to embrace the
whole spirit world. Oncc after I have endcavored to impress an old
Yao headman with the penonality of tlre Godhead in the Christian
sense of the term, using the term Mulungu, my listener began to talk
of 'Che Mulungu,' 'Mr. God,' showing that originally to him the
word conveyed no idea of the personality I was ascribing to it."
Hetherwick,'"Some animistic beliefs among the Yaos of Briftsh Cen-
tral Africa," loumal of the Anthropol. Inst. of Grcat Bitain and lre-
land, XXXII (r9oz), p. 94.6t Meinhof, "Die Gotteworstellung bei den Bantu," lJlgemeiae Mis-
sions-Zeitschrift, Vol. 5o (rgrl), p. 6.
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sort are instructive for us especially because they show
us that the level of mythic conception on which we find
ourselves here corresponds to a level of linguistic con-
ception to which we may not assign offhand our gram-
matical categories, our neat classifications of sharply dis-
tinguished words. If we would have a verbal analogue to
the mythic conceptions here at issue, we must, appar-
ently, go back to the most primitive level of intetiec-
tions.68 The manifu of the Algonquins, the mulungu of
the Bantus is used in this way-as an exclamation which
indicates not so much a thing as a certain impression,
and which is used to geet anything unusual, wonderful,
marvelous or terrifying.de

At this point one can see how far prior the level of
consciousness which begets these verbal forms is even to
that on which the "momentary gods" ere produced. For
the momentary god, despite his transiency, is neverthe-
less always an individual, personal form, whereas here
the holy, the divine, that which besets a man with su&
den terror or wonder, still has an entirely impersond, one
m€ht say "anonymous," character. But this nameless
Presence forms the background against which definite
daemonic or divine images can take shape. If the "mo-

8In a few cases this connection may still be tuaced even etymolog-
ically. Thus Brinton derives the wakanda of the Sioux from an inter-
iection of wonder and amazeurent (Religions ol Primitive Peoplcs,
P . 6 0 ) .6e Acc,ording to a report by Roger Williams, cited by Siiderblom
(op. cit., p. !oo), it is customary among t}le Algonquins, when they
note anything unusual in men, women, birds, beasts, or fish, to ex-
claim: Manitul that is: "This is a godl" When therefore, they con-
verse with each other of English ships and great buildings, of plowing
the fields, and especially of looks aird letteis, thev eodwith.'uMeri
nitowok," "Thoyi are gods," "Cummannitowok,"-'Tou are a qod."
Compare especially Hetf,erwick, op. cit., p. 94: "Mulungu is regirded
as the agent in anything mpterious. It's mulungu, is the Yao exilama-
tion on being shown anything that is beyond the range of his undcr-
standing. The rainbow is alwap 'mulungu' although some Yaos have
begun to use the Mang' anla term 'uta wa L€sa,' 'bow of Lesa."'
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mentary god" is the first actual form originated by thecreative, 

_mythico-religious consciousness, this actualitvis grounded, none t}. tfs, in the gen;rJil;ili
mythico+eligious feering.oo The divisfin of the rearm ofthe "holy" from that.of-the ,profa;;;i, 

tf," pr.r"q;ii"
for any definite divinities *i"tro.u.r. The Self feelssteeped, as it were, 

.in a mythico_religious ,,;&;;;;;
which ever enfolds it, and in which "it ,ro* lives andmoves; it takes only a spark, a touch, to create the god oidaemon out of this.charged 

"i;;iph.re. 
The outlines

of such daemonic beings may be .u.i ,o vague_yet thevindicate the first step ii n n"* air.Jo".J"-- 
re' L'Lvl

.,-1^r_llr^t1,in!, mrltric thinking veers from its originat,

..11'o-111olt'*stage fo. the exacr opposite, the phrie oiporynomy-" Every deity unites in itself a wealih of at-tributes, which originaliy b_el.onged io-tf," ,p".af g"*
that have all been iombined in fne new goa, Their suc-
"9sor, 

however, inherits not only all their attributes, butalso their names-not as his prop., name, but as ,;il-
latives; for the name and nrtur. ff tt , foa are the same
thing..Thus the polynomy of the perso'nal deities is an
essential trait in their very being. '-'For rerigioos f"ering,

@ This expression of ..poten-c/,, 
las been involuntarily adopted bvthose who-hive sought to'desc-ri6" tlt" tn-*. .on.""ption and its relatei

l:j'_o.Tri.."f, e-g., H-ewitt's a;,n.rtr"-i'iii.'lri"'p.,38): ..Orenda is anypothetic potencv or ootentiality to i6 
-oi-.kii 

results mystically.,,
9r'l:9. Hartlandb preiiaential 

-iail""n'tr" 
i'eport of trie BritishAssocrbtron lor the Advancement of .Sciiir.r, i;ih 19.0, pp. 67g ft.

,-_1'1g1to, symptoms of this ..indei..-iri.t."ir'; 
may be found in&tnguage, in the ways such.daemonic nrtor., 

"i"-ii.qu.niry d""-o;A ro;instance, in the Bairtu dialects-the na;;;;fi;"h ;eings do not havethe pre6x of the 6rst clas, which ;;;;;;r";;es of ..independenr
agents, persons"; there is. jrlstea.d, , ,"fi-rrt. pr.ni, *.r.ril';fiiil;;
j:,Y:$"_f: is used.for jpirits, in-," f.i"lif,5y Ie ,egarded ..not airnoependent personalities_-but as that which aiimat* ? U.f.ffr"i#
::}it:r they appty to'sicknesees-;; ;ili;'#;ie, nre, streams, orule mooD, as natural Dowers." lMiinhof, G.unJz,ige ,;n.. u"rei.i"iJ-den Grammatik der Bintuspraci;;; iilil;;;;o-, "p?. oll6r.""BlT'iiii
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the power of a god is expressed in the abundance of his
epithets; polynomy is a prerequisite for a god of the
higher, personal order."62 In the Egyptian writings, Isis
appears as the thousand-named, the ten-thousand-named,
the myrionlma;63 in the Koran, Allah's might finds ex-
pression in his "hundred names." In the native American
religions, too, and especially the Mexican, this wealth
of divine names is illustrated.oa

So it may be said that the concept of godhead rea\
receives its first concrete development and richness
through language. As it emerges into the bright light of
speech, it ceases thereby to be a mere outline and a shade.
But a contrary impulse, too, inherent in the nature of
language, is awakened anew in this process: for as speech
has a tendency to divide, determine and fixate, so it has
also, no less strongly, a tendency to generalize. So, guided
by language, the mythic mind finally reaches a point
where it is no longer contented with the variety, abun-
dance and concrete fullness of divine attributes and
names, but where it seeks to attain, through the unity
of the word, the unity of the God,idea. But even here
man's mind does not rest content; beyond this unity, it
strives for a concept of Being that is unlimited by any
particular manifestation, and therefore not expressible
in any word, not called by any name.

62 Usener, Cbtternamen, p. 334.03 Cf. Brugsch, Religion u. Mythologie der alten Aegypter, Leipzig,
,r888, p. 645; for the eipression "isis M/rionyma," which"is found alio iln
Latin inscriptions, see Wissowa, Reliqion und Kultus der Rrimer,
Vol.?, p.9r.-In magical practice, thi iconcept of the "polvnomy" of
gods hai becorne rcgirlar itock in trrde; thus rve nnd, ih Giaeco-
Egypfian magic forniulas and prayers, invocations of Dionysius anil
Apollo in which the several names wherebv they are called are arranged
in alp,habetical order, so that each verse presents-a letter of the alpha5et
For details see Hopfner, Griechisch-Aigyptischer Oftenbarungszauber,
Sec. 684, p. r7g.

eFor details see Brinton, Religrons of Primitive Peoples, p, 99.
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Here the cycle of mythico-religious thinking is com-
pleted. But the beginning and the end do not resemble
each other; for we have progressed from a realm of mere
indeterminateness to the realm of true generality. The
Divine, instead of entering into the welter of properties
and proper names, the gay kaleidoscope of phenomena,
is set off against this world as something without at-
tributes. For every mere "attribute" would limit its pure
essence; omnis determinatio est negatio. It is especially
the cult of mysticism, in all ages and among all peoples,
that grapples again and again with this intellectual
double problem-the task of comprehending the Divine
in its totality, in its highest inward reality, and yet avoid-
ing any particularity of name or image. Thus all mysti-
cism is directed toward a world beyond language, a world
of silence. As Meister Eckhardt has written, God is "the
simple ground, the still desert, the simple silence" (der
einveltige grunt, die stille wueste, die einveltic stille");
for "that is his nature, that he is one nature."66

The spiritual depth and power of language is strikingly
evinced in the fact that it is speech itself which prepares
the way for that last step whereby it is itself transcended.
This most difficult and peculiar achievement is repre-
sented by two fundamental, linguistically grounded con-
cepts-the concept of "Being," and the concept of the
"Ego." Both appear to belong, in their complete sig-
nificance, to a relatively late development of language;
both show, in their grammatical forms, clear traces of
the difficulties which verbal expression encountered in
face of these concepts, and could master only by slow
degrees. In regard to the concept of Being, a glance at
the development and the original etymological meaning

65 See Fr. Pfeifter, Deutsche Mystiker des vierzehnten /ahrhunderts,
Vol. II: Meister Eckhardt (Leipzig, 1857), p. 16o.
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of the copula in most languages shows how verbally
oriented thinking arrived only very gradually at a dis-
tinction between "being" and "being-so." The "is" of
the copula almost unfailingly goes back to a sensuously
concrete original meaning; instead of conveying mere
existence or a general state of being, it originally denoted
a particular kind and form of appearance; especially
being in a certain place, at a specific point in space.66

Now, when the growth of language achieves the libera-
tion of the concept of Being from its bondage to some
specific form of existence, it thereby furnishds mythico-
religious thought with a new vehicle, a new intellectual
tool. Critical, or "discursive," thinking, it is true, finally
progresses to a point at which the expression of "being"
appears as the expression of a relation, so that, to speak
with Kant, Being is no longer a "possible predicate of a
thing," and therefore can no longer be an attribute of
God. But for mythic thought, which recognizes no such
critical distinction, but remains "substantive" even in
its highest reaches, Being is not'only a predicate, but at
a certain stage of development actually becomes the
Predicate of Predicates; it becomes the expression which
allows one to subsume all the attributes of God under
a single rubric. 

'Wherever, 
in the history of religious

thought, the demand for the Unity of the Deity arises,
it takes its stand on the linguistic expression of Being,
and finds its surest support in the Word. Even in Greek
philosophy this course of religious thinking may still be
traced; even in Xenophanes we find the Unity of God
derived and proved from the Unity of Being. But this
connection is by no means restricted to philosophical
speculation; it goes back to the oldest known records in

dlllustrations of this principle may be found in my Philosophie der
symboliscien Formen, Vol. I, pp. 287 ff.
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the history of religion. In early Egyptian texts, in the
midst of all the gods and animals of the Egyptian pan-
theon, we encounter the idea of the "hidden God," who
is referred to in the inscriptions as the One whose form
no onc has known, rvhose image no one has discovered;
"He is a secret to his creation," "His name is a secret
to his children." There is but one designation that may
be applied to him, besides that of Creator, Maker of
men and gods: that is the designation of pure Being. He
begets and is not begotten, he bears and is not born,
he is Being, the Constant in everything, the Remaining
in all. Thus he "Is from the beginning," "Is from the
first"; everything that is, became after he was.67 Here
all separate, concrete and individual divine names have
been resolved into the one name of Being; the Divine
excludes from itself all particular attributes, it cannot be
described through anything else, but can be predicated
only of itself.

From here it is but a single step to the fundamental
idea of true monotheism. This step is accomplished as
soon as the unity which so far has been sought through
the objective world, and expressed in objective terms,
is turned into a subiective essence, and the meaning of.
divinity is approached not through the existence of
things, but through the being of the Person, the Self.
What has been said about the expression of "Being"
may also be said about the denotation of the "I"-it had
to be gradually found in the course of language making,
and had to be derived, slowly and stepwise, from con-
crete, purely sensory beginnings. But as soon as the
expression "I" is finally coined, religious thought has
gained a new category. And again it is religious language

o? Compare the exc€rpts and translations from inscriptions, in Brugsch,
Rcligion und Mythologie der alten Aegypter, pp. 56ft.,96ft.
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that seizes upon the new expression, and uses it, as it
were, for a rung to reach a new spiritual height. The
form of "self-predication," of self-revelation of the god
through a constantly reiterated "I am . . . ," which reveals
the various aspects of his unified being, originates in
Egypt and Babylon; afterward, in later stages, it de-
velops into a typical stylistic form of religious expres-
sion.68 But its final form is not met with until it excludes
all other forms; where, accordingly, the only "name"
for the god is the name of the Self. When God, revealing
hirnself to Moses, is asked what name Moses should bear
to the Israelites, in case they want to know what god has
sent hirn to them, the answer is: "I am that I am. Thus
thou shalt say to them: I am has sent me unto you." It
is only by this transformation of objective existence into
subjective being that the Deity is really elevated to the
"absolute" realm, to a state that cannot be expressed
through any analogy with things or names of things. The
only instruments of speech that remain for its expression
are the pcrsonal pronouns: "I am he; I am the first,
the last," as it is written in the Prophetic Books.oe

Finally, both lines of contemplation-that which uses
the notion of Being, and that which uses the notion of
Self-are gathered up into one, in the speculations of
India. This philosophy, too, takes its departure frorn the
"Holy Word," the Brahma. In the Vedic books it is the
power of this Holy Word to which all Being, even the
gods, must submit. The Word rules and guides the course
of nature; knowledge and possession of it gives the initiate

s For the origin and dissemination of this form see the exhaustive
studies by Norden (instructive also for students of religious philosophy):
Agnostos Theos, pp. ry7 fr., zo7 fr.

oelsaiah 
48: tz; cf. 47: to. For the significance of the "I am he,"

see G_oldziher, Der Mythos bei den Hebrdern (Leipzig, 1876), pp.
359 tr.
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power over everything in the world. At fint, it is treattd
entirely as a particular, to which some particular phase
of existence is subiect; in its use, the priest has to observe
the most meticulous detail-any deviation by wen a
syllable, any change in rhythm or meter would void the
potency of the prayer. But the progress ftom the Vedas
to the Upanishads shows us how the Word is gadually
liberated from this magic circle, and becomes an all-
inclusive intellectual potency. From the essences of par-
ticular things, expressed in their separate concrete de-
notations, human thought rises to the unity that
encompasses them all. The power of individual words
is distilled, so to speak, into the power of the Word as
such, the Brahma.To In this, all particular being, every-
thing that seems to have a "nature" of its own, is repre-
sented; but by virtue of this inclusion it is at once
divested of its "nafure." In order to express this relation-
ship, religious speculation is driven again to the concept
of Being, which the Upanishads, seeking to grasp its
abstract meaning now present in a sort of heightened
form, a higher potential. fu Plato contrasted the durc;
the world of empirical things, with the 6vr,rdv, the pure
Being of the Idea, so we find in the Upanishads the
world of particular existence opposed to the Brahma
as the "Being-in-Being" ("satyasya satyam").?l

This development presently meets and interpenehates
r For the fundamental meaning of Brahma as the "Holy Wor4"

as pnryer and incantation, cf. Oldenberg, in the Anzeiger fiir indoger-
manische Sprach= und Altertumskunde, Vol. VIII, p. 4o; also Oldeoberg,
Die Religion der Upanishaden und die Antlnge des Buddhismus (Giit-
tingen r9r5), pp. 17 ff., 38fr.,46 ff. A somewhat divergent erplanation
is grven by Hopkins, who regards the concept of power as the funda-
mental notion of Brahma, and believes this conccpt to have been Aans
fened later to the word as pr:ryer, with its magical potency. (Hopkins,
Or\in and Evolution of Reldion, New Haven, 1923, p. 39.)a Examples may be found in Deussen, Philosophie der Upanisha&
(bipr[, 1899), pp. rr9 ff.
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with the other, which takes its departure from the op
posite pole: the intellectual progession which treab
not Being but Self as the keynote of religious thought.
Both converge on the same goal; for Being and Self,
Brahma and Atman, are distinct only in expression, not
in content. The Self is the only thing that neither ages
nor passes, that is unchangeable and immortal, and
therefore is the true "Absolute." But by taking this final
step, byidentifying Brahma and Atman, religious thought
and speculation has again broken its original bounds, the
bounds of language. For words can no longer grasp and
hold this unity of "subiect" and "obiect." l,anguage
now vacillates between subiective and obiective, it moves
ever from one to the other, from the second back to the
first; but this means that even in combining the two it
always has to recognize them as separate ideas. When
religious speculation denies this distinction, it claims
independence from the power of the word and the
guidance of language; but thereby it arrives at the
transcendental, which is inaccessible not only to lan-
guage, but to conception as well. The only namg the
only denotation that remains for this Pan-Unity is the
expression of negation. Being is Atman, who is called
"No, no"; above this "It is not so" there is nothing fur-
ther, nothing higher. So this revolt of the mind, which
severs the bond between language and mythico-religious
thought, only goes to demonstrate once more how strong
and close is this bond; for as myth and religion seek to
transcend t}e bourne of language, they arrive therewith
at the limits of their own creative and formulative power.

When, in the year 1878, Max Mtiller published his
Irctures on the Origin and Growth of Religion, he
leaned heavr\ on the first reporb he received by letter
from Codrington conceming the mana of the Melane-
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sians, which he used in support of his fundamental
thesis in philosophy of religion-the thesis that all re-
ligion is grounded in the power of the human mind to
grasp the "Infinite." "What I hold," he says, .,is that
with every finite perception there is a concomitant per-
ception, or, if that word should seem too strong, a con-
comitant sentiment or presentiment of the infinite; that
from the very first act of touch, or hearing, or sight, we
are brought in contact, not only with a visible, but at the
same time with an invisible universe."

And in the word "mana," which he interpreted as "a
Polynesian name for the Infinite," he saw one of the
earliest and clumsiest expressions of what Man's con-
ception of the Infinite may have been in its most primi-
tive stages.?2

Our increasing acquaintance with the mythico-religious
realm to which the conception and expression "mana"
belongs has completely destroyed the nimbus of in-
finity and supersensoriness which surrounded the word,
as Mtiller understood it; it has shown us how thoroughly
the "religion" of mana is grounded not only in sense
perception, but in sensual desires, in absolutely "finite"
practical interests.Ts Indeed, Miiller's inteqpretation is
possible only because he equated the "infinite" with the
"indefinite," the "interminable" with the "indeter-
minate."?' But the fluidity of the mana concept, which
makes it so hard for us to grasp, or to find any verbal

tz See Friedrich Max Miiller, Lectures on the Orisin and Crowth ot
Religion (New impression, London, 1898), pp. 46ff-.za "All Melanesiin religion," says Miiiler, iiiing a letter of Codring-
ton's,_"in fact,_consists i-n getting this Mana for"oneself, or getting It
used for one's benefit-all religion, that is, as far as religious-practices
go, prayers and sacrifices."

zr "What I nant to prove in this course of lectures is that indefinite
and _infinite are in reality two names for the same thing" (op. cit.,
P . 1 6 ) .
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equivalent for it in our language pattern, has nothing
whatever to do with the philosophical or religious idea
of the Infinite. As the latter is above the possibility of
exact verbal determination, so the former is still below
such fixation. Language moves in the middle kingdom
between the "inde6nite" and the "infinite"; it transforms
the indeterminate into a determinate idea, and then
holds it within the sphere of finite determinations. So
there are, in the realm of mythic and religious concep
tion, "ineffables" of different order, one of which repre-
sents the lower lirnit of verbal expression, the other the
upper limit; but between these bounds, which are drawn
by the very nature of verbal expression, language can
move with perfect freedom, and exhibit all the wealth
and concrete exemplification of its creative power.

Here, again, the mythmaking mind exhibits a sort of
consciousness of the relationship between its product
and the phenomenon of language, though characteristi-
cally it can express this relationship not in abstract
logical terms, but only in images. It transforms the
spiritual dawn which takes place with the advent of
language into an obiective fact, and presents it as a
cosmogonic process. fean Paul remarks somewhere: "It
seems to me that, just as animals drift through the outer
world as though it were a dark undulating sea, so man,
too, would be lost in the starry vastness of external per-
ceptions, could he not divide that vague brightness into
constellations by the agency of language, and thus re-
solve the whole into its parts for his consciousness." This
emergence from the vague fullness of existence into a
world of clear, verbally determinable forms, is repre-
sented in the mythic mode, in the imagist fashion
peculiar to it, as the opposition between chaos and cre-
ation. And again it is speech that makes the transition
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from the featureless matrix of Being to its form and
organization. Thus the Babylonian-Assyrian myth of
creation describes Chaos as the condition of the world
when the heavens above were "unnamed" and on earth
no name was known for any thing. In Egypt, too, the
time before creation is called the time when no god
existed and no name for any obiect was known.?6

From this indefinite state arises the first determinate
existence when the creator god utters his own name, and
by virtue of the power dwelling in that word calls him-
self into being. The idea that this god is his own cause, a
real causa sui, is mythically expressed in the story of his
origin through the magical force of his name. Before
him there was no god, nor was any god beside him, "there
was for him no mother who made his name for him, nor
father who uttered it, saying: 'I have begotten him."'70
In the Book of the Dead, the sun-god RA is represented
as his own creator in that he gives himself his names, i.e.,
his characters and his powers.?? And from this original
power of speech which dwells in the demiurge arises
everything else that has existence and definite being;
when he speaks, he causes the birth of gods and men.?t

The same motif occurs, with a somewhat different turn
and a new depth of meaning, in the Biblical account of

?5A. Moret, Le Rituel du culte divin journalier en Egypte (Paris,
rgoz) ,  p .  rz9 .

?0 From a Leyden papyrus. See A. Moret, Mystgres Egyptiens, pp.
rzo f.

7r Book of the Dead (ed. Naville), l-7, 6; cf . Erman, Die aegyptischc
Religion (Berlin, r9o9), p. 34.?8 Compare this pasuge with the examples given by Moret in the
section "le mvstdre du verbe crCateur" of his MystCres Egyptiens, pp.
ro3fi.; also Gpsius, "Aelteste Texte des Totenbuches, p. ii. Uow dtiis
Egyptian notion of the creative power of the word was combined with
the fundamental ideas and concepts of Greek philosophy, and what
this combination has meant to the development of the Christian
Logos-idea, has been set forth by Reitzenstein in his Zwei rcligions-
geschichtliche Fragen (Strassburg, rgor), esp. pp. 8o ff.
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-Creation. Here, too, it is the word of God that separates
light from darkness and produces the heavens ̂nd the
earth. But the names of earthly creatures are no longer
directly given by the Creator, but have to wait their
assignment by Man. After God has created all the beasts
of the field and the fowls of the air he brings them to
man, to see what he will call them. .,And whatsoever
Adam called every living creature, that was the name
thereof." (Genesis z: rg). In this act of appellation,
man_takes_possession of the world both phyiically and
intellectually-subjects it to his knowledgi ;a his rule.
This special feature reveals that fundarnental character
and spiritual achievement of pure monotheism of which
Goethe remarked that it is always uplifting because the
belief in the one and only God *nk.s man aware of
his own inner unity. This unity, however, cannot be dis-
covered -except as it reveals itself in outward form by
virtue of the concrete structures of language and myth,
in which it is embodied, and from whicl it is aftenward
regained by the process of logical reflection.

..6 6 ED

The Power of Metaphor

THE foregoing considerations have shown us how
mythical and verbal thought are interwoven in every
way; how the great structures of the mvthic and lin-
gtistic. realms, respectively, are determined and guided
trl9ug\ long periods of their development by thJ same
spiritual motives. Yet one fundamental motive has so
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far remained unnoticed, which not only illustrates their
relationship, but offers an ultimate explanation of it.
That m1'th and language are subject to the same, or at
least closely analogous, laws of evolution can really be
scen and understood only in so far as we can uncover
the common root from which both of them spring. The
rescmblanccs in their results, in the forms which they
producc, point to a final community of function, of the
principlcs whereby they operate. In order to recognize
this function and represent it in its abstract nakedness,
we have to pursue the ways of myth and language not
in thcir progress, but in regress-back to the point from
which those two divergent lines emanate. And this com-
mon center really seems to be demonstrable; for, no mat-
ter how widely the contents of myth and language may
differ, yet the same form of mental conception is opera-
tive in both. It is the form which one may denote as
metaphorical thinking; the nature and meaning of
metaphor is what we must start with if we want to find,
on the one hand, the unity of the verbal and the mythical
worlds and, on the other, their difference.

It has frequently been noted that the intellectual link
between language and myth is metaphor; but in the
precise definition of the process, and even in regard to
the general direction it is supposed to take, theories are
widely at variance. The real source of metaphor is sought
now in the construction of language, now in mythic
imagination; sometimes it is supposed to be speech,
which by its originally metaphorical nature begets myth,
and is its eternal source; sometimes, on the contrary,
the metaphorical character of words is regarded as a
legacy which language has received from myth and holds
in fee. Herder, in his prize essay on the origin of speech,
emphasized the mythic aspect of all verbal and proposi-
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tional conceptions. "As all nature sounds; so to Man,
creature of sensg nothing cculd seem more natural than
that it lives, and speaks, and acts. A certain savage sees
a tree, with its majestic crown; the crown rustles! That is
stirring godhead! The savage falls prostrate and worshipsl
Behold the history of sensuons Man, that dark web, in its
becoming, out of verbis naplin2-snd the easiest transi-
tion to abstract thought! For the savages of North
America, for instance, everything is still animate; every-
thing has its genius, its spirit. That it was likewise among
Greeks and orientals, may be seen from their oldest dic-
tionary and grammar-they are, as was all nature to their
inventor, a pantheon! A realm of living, acting crea-
tures. . The driving storm, the gentle zephyr, the
clear fountain and the mighty ocean-their whole my-
thology lies in those treasure troves, in verbis and nomri-
nibus of the ancient languages; and the earliest dictionary
was thus a sounding pantheon."?o

The romantics foliowed the way indicated by Herder;
Schelling, too, sees in language a "faded mythology,"
which preserves in formal and abstract distinctions what
mythology still treats as living, concrete difierences.so
Exactly the opposite course was taken by the "compara-
tive mythology" that was attempted in the second half
of the nineteenth century, especially by Adalbert Kuhn
and Max Mtiller. Since this school adopted the mefhodo-
Iogical principle of basing mythological cornparisons on
linguistic comparisons, the factual primacy of verbal con-
cepts over mythic ones seemed to them to be implied in
their procedure. Thus mythology appeared as a result
of language. The "root metaphor" underlying all mythic

?e"Ueber den Ursprung der Sprache," Werke (ed. Suphan), V,
PP. 53 f.

- 
t0 Schelling, "Einleitung in die Philosophie der Mythologie,,' Sdmtliche

Werke, znd-div., I, p. li.
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formulations was regarded as an essentially verbal
phenomenon, the basic character of which was to be
investigated and understood. The homonymity or as-
sonance of denotative terms was supposed to break and
direct the way for mythic fantasy.

"kt us consider, then, that there was, necessarily and
really, a period in the history of our race when all the
thoughts that went beyond the narrow horizon of our
everyday life had to be expressed by means of metaphors,
and that these metaphors had not yet become what they
are to us, mere conventional and traditional expressions,
but were felt and undentood half in their original and
half in their modified character. . . . Whenever any word,
that was at first used metaphorically, is used without a
clear conception of the steps that led from its original to
its metaphorical meaning, there is danger of mythology;
whenever those steps are forgotten and artificial steps put
in their places, we have mythology, or, if I may say so,
we have diseased language, whether that language refers
to religious or secular interests. . . . What is commonly
called mythology is but a part of a much more general
phase through which all language has at one time or
other to pass."8l

Before one can attempt any decision between these
antagonistic theories, this battle for the priority of lan-
guage over mythology or myth over language, the basic
concept of metaphor requires scrutiny and definition.
One can take it in a narrow sense, in which it comprises
only the conscious denotation of one thought content
by the name of another which resembles the former in
some respect, or is somehow analogous to it. In that case,
metaphor is a genuine "translation"; the two concepts

t1 Max Miiller, Lectures on the Science of Language, second serieg
(New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co., 1875), PP. 372376.
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between which it obtains are fixed and independent
meanings, and betwixt them, as the given terminus a quo
and terminus ad quem, the conceptual process takes
place, which causes the transition from one to the other,
whereby one is semantically made to stand proxy for the
other. Any attempt to probe the generic causes of this
conceptual and nominal substitution, and to explain the
extraordinarily wide and variegated use of this sort of
metaphor (i.e., the conscious identification of avowedly
diverse objects), especially in primitive forms of thinking
and speaking, leads one back to an essential attitude of
mythic thought and feeling. Heinz Wemer, in his study
of the origins of metaphor, has presented a very plausible
argument for the supposition that this particular kind of
metaphor, the circumlocution of one idea in terms of
another, rests on quite definite motives arising from the
magical view of the world, and more especially from cer-
tain name and word taboos.82

But such a use of metaphor clearly presupposes that
both the ideas and their verbal correlates are already
given as definite quantities; only if these elements, as
such, are verbally fixed and defined can they be ex-
changed for one another. Such transposition and sub
stitution, which operate with a previously known vocab.
ulary as their material, must be clearly distinguished
from that genuine "radical metaphor" which is a con-
dition of the very formulation of mythic as well as verbd
conceptions. Indeed, even the most primitive verbal
utterance requires a transmutation of a certain cognitive
or emotive experience into sound, i.e., into a medium
that is foreign to the experience, and even quite dispa-
rate; just as the simplest mythical form can arise only

- 
eHeinz Wemer, Die Unprtinge der Metaphet (L,eipdg, r9t9), esp.

chap. l, pp, 74 fr.
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by virtue of a transformation which removes a certain
impression from the realm of the ordinary, the everyday
and profane, and lifts it to the level of the "holy," the
sphere of mythico-religious "significance." This involves
not merely a transference, but a real y.eril"Bao'l , eis d)rlo
levos; in fact, it is not only a transition to another cate-
gory, but actually the creation of the category itself.

If, now, one were to ask which of these two types of
metaphor begets the other-whether the metaphorical
expressions in speech are produced by the mythic point
of view, or whether, on the contrary, this point of view
could arise and develop only on the basis of language-
the foregoing considerations show that this question is
really specious. For, in the first place, we are not dealing
here with a temporal relation of "before" and "after,"
but with the logical relation between the forms of lan-
guage and of myth, respectively; with the way the one
conditions and determines the other. This determination,
however, can be conceived only as reciprocal. l,anguage
and myth stand in an original and indissoluble correla-
tion with one another, from which they both emerge but
gradually as independent elements. They are two diverse
shoots from the same parent stem, the same impulse of
symbolic formulation, springing from the same basic
mental activity, a conccntration and heightening of
simple sensory experience. In the vocables of speech and
in primitive mythic figurations, the same inner process
finds its consummation: they are both resolutions of an
inner tension, the representation of subjective impulses
and excitations in definite objective forms and figures.
As Usencr emphatically said: "It is not by any volition
that the name of a thing is determined. People do not
invent some arbitrary sound-complex, in order to intro-
duce it as the sign of a certain object, as one might do
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with a token. The spiritual excitement caused by some
object which presents itself in the outer world furnishes
both the occasion and the means of its denomination.
Sense impressions are what the self receives from its
encounter with the not-self, and the liveliest of these
naturally strive for vocal expression; they are the bases of
the separate appellations which the speaking populace
attempts."83

- Now this genesis corresponds precisely, feature for
feature, with that of the "momentary gods." Similarly,
the significance of linguistic and mythii metaphors, re-
spectively, will reveal itself, so that the spiritual power
embodied in them may be properly underitood, only ,,
we trace them back to their common origin; if one sieks
this significance and power in that p"colia, concentra-
tion, that "intensification" of sensJ experience which
underlies. all linguistic as well as all mythico-religious
formulations.

If we take our departure once more from the contrast
which theoretical or "discursive" conception presents, we
shall find indecd that the difierent dirlctioni which the
grou,th of logical (discursive) and mythic-linguistic con-
ception, respectively, have followed, may be ieen iust as
clearly in thcir several resu/ts. The foriner beeins with
somc individ-ual, single perception, which rve exiand, and
carry beyond its original bounds, by viewins ii in more
and more relationships. The inteliectual irocess here
involved is one of s.yntlletrc supplcmentafion, the com_
bination of thc singlc instance ,ith tlr" totality. and its
completion in the totality. But by this relationit ip *itt
the whole, the separate fact does not lose its concrete
identity and lirnitation. It fits into the sum total of
phenomena, yet remains set off from thern as something

83 Usener, Gcittenramen, p. 3.
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independent and singular. The ever-growing relationship
which connects an individual perception with others
does not cause it to become merged with the others.
Each separate "specimen" of a species is "contained" in
the species; the species itself is "subsumed" under a
higher genus; but this means, also, that they remain
distinct, they do not coincide. This fundamental relation
is most readily and clearly expressed in the scheme which
logicians are wont to use for the representation of the
hierarchy of concepts, the order of inclusion and sub-
sumption obtaining among genera and species. Here the
logical determinations are represented as geometric de-
terminations; every concept has a certain "area" that
belongs to it and whereby it is distinguished from other
conceptual spheres. No matter how much these areas
may overlapr cover each other or interpenetrate-each
one maintains its definitely bounded Iocation in con-
ceptual space. A concept maintains its sphere despite all
its synthetic supplementation and extension; the new
relations into which it may enter do not cause its bound-
aries to become effaced, but lead rather to their more
distinct recognition.

If, now, we contrast this form of logical conception
by species and genera with the primitive form of mythic
and linguistic conception, we find immediately that the
two represent entirely different tendencies of thought.
Whereas in the former a concentric expansion over ever-
widening spheres of perception and conception takes
place, we find exactly the opposite movement of thought
grving rise to mythic ideation. The mental view is not
widened, but compressed; it is, so to speak, distilled into
a single point. Only by this process of distillation is the
particular essence found and extracted which is to bear
the special accent of "signi6cance." All light is concen-
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{ate{ in one focal point of "meaning," while everything
that lies outside these focal points of verbal or mythic
conception remains practically invisible. It remains ,,un-

remarked" because, and in so far as, it remains unsup
plied with any linguistic or mythic "marker.', In the
realm of discursive conception there reigns a sort of
diffuse light-and the further logical analysis proceeds,
the further does this even clarity and luminosity extend.
But in the ideational realm of myth and language there
are always, besides those locations from which the
strongest light proceeds, others that appear wrapped in
profoundest darkness. While certain contents of-percep-
tion become verbal-mythical centers of force, ce.tters of
significance, there are others which remain, one might
sap beneath the threshold of meaning. This fact, namily,
that primitive mythical and linguistic concepts constituie
such punctiform units, accounts for the fac[ that they do
not permit of any further quantitative distinctions.
Iogical contemplation always has to be carefully directed
toward the extension of concepts; classical syllogistic
logic is ultimately nothing but a system of iulei for
combining, subsuming and superimposing concepts. But
the conceptions embodied in language and myih must
be taken not in extension, but in intension; not quanti-
tatively, but qualitatively. Quantity is reduced to a
purely casual property, a relatively immaterial and unim-
portant aspect. Two logical concepts, subsumed under
the next-higher category, as their genus proxirnurn, retain
their distinctive characters despite the relationship into
ryhich they have been brought. In mythico-linguistic
thought, however, exactly the opposite tendenc! pre-
vails. Here we find in operation a law which mieht
actually be called the law of the Ieveling and extincttn
of specific differences. Every part of nuhole is the whole
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itself; every specimen is equivalent to the entire species.
The part does not merely represent the whole, or the
specimen its class; they are identical with the totality to
which they belong; not merely as mediating aids to
reflective thought, but as genuine presences which actu-
ally contain the power, significance and efficacy of the
whole. Here one is reminded forcefully of the principle
which might be called the basic principle of verbal as well
as mythic "metaphor"-the principle of pars pro toto.
It is a familiar fact that all mythic thinking is governed
and permeated by this principle. Whoever has brought
any part of a whole into his power has thereby acquired
power, in the magical sense, over the whole itself. What
significance the part in question may have in the struc-
ture and coherence of the whole, what function it fulfills,
is relatively unimportant-the mere fact that it is or has
been a part, that it has been connected with the whole,
no matter how casually, is enough to lend it the full
sigriificance and power of that greater unity. For instance,
to hold magical dominion over another person's body
one need only attain possession of his pared nails or
cut-off hair, his spittle or his excrement; even his shadow,
his reflection or his footprints sewe the same PurPose.
The Pythagoreans still observed the injunction to smooth
the bed soon after arising so that the imprint of the
body, left upon the mattress, could not be used to the
owner's detriment.8a Most of what is known as "magic
of analogy" springs from the same fundamental attitude;
and the very nature of this magic shows that the conccpt
in question is not one of mere analogY, but of a real
identification. If, for instance, a rain-rnaking ceremony
consists of sprinkling water on the ground to attract the

efamblichos, Protreptichos p. ro8, 3, quoted after Deubner, Magie
und Religion (Freiburg, rgzz), p. 8.
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rain, or rain-stopping magic is made by pouring water on
red hot stones where it is consumed amid hissing noise,86
both ceremonies owe their true magical sense to the fact
that the rain is not just represented, but is felt to be
really present in each drop of water. The rain as a mythic
"power," the "daemon" of the rain is actually there,
whole and undivided, in the sprinkled or evaporated
water, and is thus amenable to magical control.

This mystic relationship which obtains between a
whole and its parts holds also between genus and species,
and between the species and its several instances. Here,
too, each form is entirely merged with the other; the
genus or species is not only represented by an individual
member of it, but lives and acts in it. If, under the
totemistic conception of the world, a group or clan is
organized by totems, and if its individual members take
their names from the totem animal or plant, this is never
a mere arbitrary division by means of conventional verbal
or mythical "insignia," but a matter of genuine commu-
nity of essence.s0 In other respects, too, wherever a genus
is involved at all, it always appears to be wholly present
and wholly effective. The god or daemon of vegetation
lives in each individual sheaf of the harvest. Therefore,
an ancient but still popular rural custom demands that
the last sheaf be left out in the field; in this remnant,
the power of the fertility-god is concentrated, from
which the harvest of the coming year is to grow.8? In
Mexico and among the Cora Indians the corn-god is
supposed to be present, fully and unrestrictedly, in every

___85See P_a1kr1son, Thirty Years rn the South Seas, p. 7; quoted by
Werner, Die Urspriinge der Metapher, p. s6.tu 

9f. -y study, Die Begifrsform ini mytfiischen Denken (Leipzig,
rgzz) ,  pp .  r6 f f .

_ 
t'Cf. Mannhardt,'WaId= und Feldftulte, znd ed. (Berlin, r9o4-r9o5),

l, zrzfr.
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stalk and even every grain of corn. The Mexican corn-
goddess Chicomecoatl in her maidenhood is the green
stalk, in her old age the corn harvest; but she is also each
separate kernel and each particular dish. Likewise, there
are several deities among the Coras who represent certain
kinds of flowers, but are addressed as individual flowers.
The same is true of all the Coras' demoniac creatures:
the cicada, the cricket, the grasshopper, the armadillo
are simply treated as so many individual wholes.88 If,
therefore, ancient rhetoric names as one of the principal
types of metaphor the substitution of a part for the
whole, or vice versa, it is easy enough to see how this
sort of metaphor arises directly out of the essential atti-
tude of the mythic mind. But it is equally clear that foi
mythic thinking there is much more in metaphor than a
bare "substitution," a mere rhetorical figure of speech;
that what seems to our subsequent reflection as a sheer
transcription is mythically conceived as a genuine and
direct identification.se

sSee Preuss, in Globus, Vol.87, p.38r; cf. esp. Die Naprit-
Expedition, Vol. I, pp. 47 fi.t0 This is the more obviously valid if we consider that for mythic
and magical thought there is no such thing as e mere picture, iinct
every image embodies the "nature" of its object, i.e., its "soul" or
"dremon." Cf., for example, Budge, Egyptian Magtc, p. 65: "It has
been said above that the name or the emblem or the picture of a god
or a demon could become an amulet with power to protect him that
wore it and that such power lasted as long as the substance of which
it was made lasted, if the name, or emblem, or picture was not erased
from it. But the Egyptians went a step further than this and they
believed that it was possible to transmit to the 6gure of any man, or
woman, or animal or living creature the soul of the being which it
represented, and its qualities and attributes. The statue of a god in a
temple contained the spirit of the god which it represented, and from
time immemorial the people of Egypt believed that every statue and
6gure pgssessed an indwelling spirit." The same belief is held to this
day among all "primitive" peoples. Cf., for instance, Hetherwick,
"Some animistic beliefs amonq the Yaos of British Central Africa"
(see footnote above, p. 7o): 

zThe photographic camera was at first
an obiect of dread, and when it was turned upon a group of natives
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In the light of this basic principle of mythic metaphor

we can grasp and understand, somewhat more clearly,
what is commonly called the metaphorical function of
language. Even Quintilian pointed out that this function
does not constitute any part of speech, but that it governs
and characterizes all human talk; paene quidquid loqui-
mur figwa est. But if this is indeed the case-if metaphor,
taken in this general sense, is not iust a certain develop-
ment of speech, but must be regarded as one of its
essential conditions-then anv effort to understand its
function leads us back, once more, to the fundamental
form of verbal conceiving. Such conceiving stems ulti-
mately from that same process of concentration, the
compression of given sense experiences, which originally
initiates every single verbal concept. If we assume that
this sort of concentration occurs by virtue of several
experiences, and along several lines, so that two difterent
perceptual complexes might yield the same sort of "es-
sence" as their inner significance, which gives them their
meaning, then at this very point we should expect that
first and firmest of all the connections which language
can establish; for, as the nameless simply has no exist-
ence in language, but tends to be completely obscured,
so whatever things bear the same appellation appear
absolutely similar. The similarity of the aspect fixed by
the word causes all other heterogeneity among the per-
ceptions in question to become more and more obscured,
and finally to vanish altogether. Here again, a part usurps
the place of the whole-indeed, it becomes and is the
whole. By virtue of the "equivalence" principle, entities

they scattered in all directions with shrieks of terror . In thcir
minds the-lisoka (soul) was allied to the chiwilili or picture and thc
removal of it to the photographic plate would mean'the disease or
death of the shadeless trody"-(p1p. 89 f.).
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which appear entirely diverse in direct sense perception
or from the standpoint of logical classification may be
treated as similars in language, so that every statement
made about one of them may be transferred and applied
to the other. Preuss, in a characterization of magic-
complex thinking, says: "If the Cora Indian classes butter-
flies, quite absurdly, as birds, this means that all the
properties which he notes in the object are quite difier-
ently classified and related for him than they are for us
from our analytical, scientific point of view."oo But the
apparent absurdity of this and other such classifications
disappears as soon as we realize that the formation of
these primary concepts was guided by language. If we
suppose that the element emphasized in the name, and
therefore in the verbal concept of "bird," as an essential
characteristic was the element of "flight," then by virtue
of this element and by its mediation the butterfly does
belong to the class of birds. Our own languages are still
constantly producing such classifications, which conha'
dict our empirical and scientific concepts of species and
genera, as for instance the denotation "butterfly" (Dutch
boterulieg), in some Germanic tongues called a "butter-
bird." And at the same time one can see how such
lingual "metaphors" react in their turn on mythic,meta-
phor and prove to be an ever-fertile source for the latter.
Euery characteristic property which once gave a point
of departure to qualifying conceptions and qualifying
appel[ations may now serve to merge and identify the
obj'ects denoted by these names. If the visible image of
lightning, as it is fixed by language, is concentrated upon
the impression of "serpentine," this causes the lightning
to become a snake; if the sun is called "the heavenly
flier," it appears henceforth as an arrow or a bird-the

DPreuss, Die geistige Kultur der Naturvdlker (I*ipzig, r9r4), p' ro'
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sun-god of the Egyptian pantheon, for instance, who is
represented with a falcon's head. For in this realm of
thought there are no abstract denotations; every word is
immediatcly transformed into a concrete mythical figure,
a god or a daemon. Any sense inpression, no matter how
vague, if it be fixed and held in .language, may thus
become a starting point for the conception and denota-
tion of a god. Among the names of the Lithuanian gods
which Uscner has listed, the snow-god Blizgulis, the
"Shinrmerer," appears beside the god of cattle, the
"Roarer" Baubis; also in relation to these we find the
god of bees, Birbullis the "Hunmer," and the god of
earthquake, the "Thresher" Drebkulys.el Once a "Roarer
God" in this sense was conceived, he could not but be
recognized in the most diverse guises; he was naturally
and directly heard, in the voice of the lion as in the
roaring of the storm and the thunder of the ocean. Again
and again, in this respect, myth receives new life and
wealth from language, as language does fron'r myth. And
this constant interaction and interpenetration attests the
unity of the mental principle from rvhich both are
sprung, and of which they are simply different expres-
sions, different manifestations and grades.

Yet in the advance of human 
*mentality 

even this
coniunction, close and essential though it seems to be,
begins to disintegrate and dissolve. For language does
not belong exclusively to the realm of myth; it bears
within itself, from its very beginning, another power, the
power of logic. How this power gradually waxes great,
and breaks its way by means of language, we cannot
undertake to set forth here. But in the course of that
evolution, words are reduced more and more to the
status of mere conceptual signs. And this process of

01 lJsener, Gdttemamen, pp.85 ft., rr4.
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separation and liberation is paralleled by another: art,
Iike language, is originally bound up entirely with myth.
Myth, language and art begin as a concrete, undivided
unity, which is only gradually resolved into a ttiad of
independent modes of spiritual creativity. Consequently,
the same mythic animation and hypostatization which
is bestowed upon the words of human speech is originally
accorded to images, to every kind of artistic representa-
tion. Especially in the magical realm, word magic is
everywhere accompanied by picture magic.e2 The image,
too, achieves its purely representative, specifically
"aesthetic" function only as the magic circle with which
mythical consciousness surrounds it is broken, and it is
recognized not as a mythico-magical form, but as a
particular sort of formulation.

But although language and art both become emanci-
pated, in this fashion, from their native soil of mythical
thinking, the ideal, spiritual unity of the two is reasserted
upon a higher level. If language is to grow into a vehicle
of thought, an expression of concepts and iudgments,
this evolution can be achieved only at the price of for-
going the wealth and fullness of immediate experience.
In the end, what is left of the concrete sense and feeling
content it once possessed is little more than a bare
skeleton. But there is one intellectual realm in which
the word not only preserves its original creative power,
but is ever renewing it; in which it undergoes a sort of
constant palingenesis, at once a sensuous and a spiritual
reincarnation. This regeneration is achieved as language
becomes an avenue of artistic expression. Here it recovers
the fullness of life; but it is no longer a life mythically
bound and fettered, but an aesthetically liberated life.

02 For further details see the second volume of my Philosophie dcr
symbolischen Fomen, esp. pp. 54ft.
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Among all types and forms of poetry, the lpic is the one
which most clearly mirrors this ideal development. For
lyric poetry is not only rooted in mythic motives as its
beginning, but keeps its connection with myth even in
its highest and purest products. The greatest lyric poets,
for instance H<ilderlin or Keats, are men in whom
the mythic power of insight breals forth again in its
full intensity and obiectifying power. But this obiectivity
has discarded all material constraints. The spirit lives in
the word of language and in the mythical image without
falling under the control of either. What Poetry exPresses
is neither the mythic word-picture of gods and daemons,
nor the logical truth of abstract determinations and rela-
tions. The world of poetry stands apart from both, as a
world of illusion and fantasy-but it is iust in this mode
of illusion that the realm of pure feeling can find utter-
ance, and can therewith attain its full and concrete
actualization. Word and mythic image, which once
confronted the human mind as hard realistic powers,
have now cast oft all reality and efiectuality; they have
become a light, bright ether in which the spirit can move
without let or hindrance. This liberation is achieved not
because the mind throws aside the sensuous forms of
word and image, but in that it uses them both as organs
of its own, and thereby recognizes them for what they
really are: forms of its own self-revelation.
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A CATALOG OF SELECTED DOVER
BOOKS IN ALL FIELDS OF INTEREST

CONCERNING THE SPIRITUAL IN ART, Wassily Kandinsky. Pioneering work
by father ofabstract art. Thoughts on color theory, naturt ofart. Analysis ofearlier
masters. 12 illustrations. 80pp. of text 5* x 8li. 23411-8 Pa. $3.95

ANIMAIS: 1,419 Copyright-Free Illustrations of Mammals, Birds, Fish, Insects, etc.,
Jim Harter (ed.). Clear wood engravingr present, in exhemely lifelike poses, over
1,000 species of animals. One of the most extensive pictorial sourcebooks of its kind.
Captions. Index. 284pp. 9 x 12. 23766-4 Pa $12.95

CELilC ART: The Methods of Construction, George Bain. Simple geometric tech-
niques for making Celtic interlacements, spirals, Kells-type initials, animals, humans,
etc. Over 500 illushations. l60pp. 9 x 12. (USO) 22923-8 Pa. $9.95

AN ATLAS OF ANATOMY FOR ARTISTS, Fritz Schider. Most thorough refer-
ence work on art anatomy in the world. Hundreds of illustrations, including selec-
tions from works by Vesalius, konardo, Goy4 Ingles, Michelangelo, others. 593
illustrations. l92pp. 716 x l0%. 202414 Pa- $9.95

CEUIIC HAND STROKE-BY-STROKE (Irish Ha[-Uncial from "The Book of
IGlls"): An.Arthur Baker Calligraphy Manual, Arthur Baker. Complete guide to cre-
ating each letter of the alphabet in distinctive Celtic manner. Covers hand position,
sbokes, pens, inks, paper, more. Illustrated. 48pp. 8'l x 11. 243362 Pa- $3,95

EASY ONGAMI,John Montroll. Charming collection of 32 projects (ha! cup, pel-
ican, piano, swan, many more) specially designed for the novice origami hobbyist.
Clearly illushated easy-to-follow instructions insure that even beginning paper-
crafters will achieve successful results. 48pp. 8)4 x I l. 27298-2 Pa- $3.50

THE COMPI,ETE BOOK OF BIRDHOUSE CONSTRUCTION FORWOOD.
WORKERS, Scofr D. Campbell. Detailed instructions, illustrations, tables. Also data
on bird habitat and instinct pattems. Bibliography. 3 tables. 63 illustrations in 15 fig-
ures. 48pp. 5L x 8lz. 24407-5 Pa. $2.50

BLOOMINGDALES ILLUSTRATED 1886 CATALOG: Fashions, Dry Goods
and Housewares, Bloomingdale Brothers. Famed merchants' extremely rare ca.talog
depicting about 1,700 products: clothing, housewares, firearms, dry goods, jewelry,
more. Invaluable for dating identiling vintage items. Also, copyright-free graphics
for artists, designers. Co-published with Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village.
l60,pp. 8{ x ll. 25780-0 Pa $10.95

HISTORIC COSTUME IN PICTURES, Braun & Schneider. Over 1,450 costumed
figures in clearly detailed engravingr-from dawn ofcivilization to end of l9th cen-
tury. Captions. Many folk colhrmes. 256pp. E* x f l%. 23150-X Pa. $12.95



CATALOG OFDOUERBOOKS

STICKI,EY CRAFTSMAN FURNITURE CATAI,OGS, Gustav Stickley and L. &
l_. G. Stickley. Beautifirl,,functiond furniture in two authentic catalogs tom tgtO. Sgl
illushations, inclu&ng 277 photos, show settles, rockers, armchairsl reclining chairs,
bookcases, desks, tables. 183pp. 611 x 9%. 23838-5 p; $9.95

AMERICAN LOCOMOTTVES IN HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS: l8S8 to 1949,
Ro--n -Zi9l (ed.). A rare collection of 126 meticulously detailed official photographs,
called-"builder porhaits,' of American locomotives'that majestically ihtoniile'the
rise of steam Iocomotive power in America. Introduction. Detailed captions. xi *
l29pp. 9 x 12. 27393_6 Pa- $12.95

AMERICAS UGI{THOUSES: An Inustrated History, Francis Ross Holland, Ir.
Delighfily written _profusely illustrated fact-filled survey of over 200 American hgfit-
houses since 1716. History, anecdotes, tednological advances, more.240pp. g x ld1,

25576-X Pa. $12.95
TOWARDS A NEW ARCHITEqflIRE, k Corbusier. pioneering manifesro by
founder of "Intemational school." Gchnical and aesthetic theories. iews of indus-
Fy, -economics, relation of form to function, "mass-production split" and much more.
hotusely illustrated. 320pp. 6i{-x 9'1. (USO) 25028-7 pa. $g.gs
HOW THE OTHER HALF LfVES,Jacob Riis. Famous iournalistic record, expos-
ing poverty-and-degradation of New York slums around t900, by major social
reformer. 100 skiking and influential photographs. 233pp. l0 x 7?A.

22012-5 Pa. $10.95
FRUIT KEY AND TWIG KEY TO TREES AND SHRUBS, William M. Harlow.
one of the handiest and most widely used identfication aids. Fruit key covers 120
deciduous and evergreen species; tu'ig key 160 deciduous species. Easily used. over
300 photographs. l26pp. 5* x 8%. 2051i_8 pa. $8.95

COMMON BIRD SONGS, Dr. DonaIdJ. Borror. Songs of 60 most common U.S.
birds: robins, spaf,row:,_ cardinals, bluejiys, finches, iore-arranged in order of
increasing complexity. Up to g variationi of songs of eactr species. 

-

Cassetre and manual 99911-4 $8.95
ORCHIDS AS HousE PLANTS, Rebecca Tyson Northen. Grow caltteyas and
many other kinds of orchids-in a window, in a case, or under artficial light. 

'63 
illus-

bations. l48pp. 5% x 8'1. 2g26il pa. $4.95
MorysfE!' MAZES, Dave Phillips. Masterfrrl mazes at four levels of difficultv.
evgif d93dlr perils and evil creatures to find magical heasures. solutions ro, au s'z
exclung rlusbared puzzles. 48pp. 8l4 x ll. 26cf,S_4 pa. $2.95
MOZART'S DON crovANNI (DOVER OPERA LIBRETTO SERTES),
wolfgalg Amadeus Mozart. Introduced and banslated by Enen H. nleiler,stan<lari
Italian. libretto, with complete English banslation. dnvenient ;d th;;;hl;
lot]?b,b. 

r,' ideal companisn for reading along with a recording or the performircl
rtse[. htro(luction. List of characters. Plot summary. l2lpp. S,I x gl4.

24944-t Pa. $2.95
TECHNICAL MANUAL AND DICTIONARY OF CIIq,SSICAL BALLET, cail
Grant. Defines, explains, comments on steps, movements, poses and conceots. 15_
page pictorial section. Basic book for student, iewer. l27pp.5% x gll.

21843-0 Pa $4.95
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FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S HOLLYHOCK HOUSE, Donald Hoffmann.
Lavishly illustrated, carefu\ documented study of one of Wright's most controver-
sial residential designs. Over 120 photographs, floor plans, elevations, etc. Detailed
perceptive lext by noted Wright saholax. Index. l28pp. 91, x 1011.27133- I Pa" $ I 1.95

THE MALE AND FEMALE FIGURE IN MOTION: 60 Classic Photographic
Sequences, Eadweard Muybridge. 60 true-action photographs of men and women
walking, running, climbing, bending, turning, etc., reproduced from rare l9th-centu-
ry masterpiece. vi + 121pp. 9 x 12. 24745:7 Pa. $10.95

l00l qUESTIONS ANSWERED ABOUT THE SEASHORE, N.J. Berrill and

Jacquelyn Berrill. Queries answered about dolphins, sea snails, sponges, starfish, fish-
es, ihore birds, many others. Covers appeaxance, breeding, growth, feeding, much
more.305pp. 5'Lx8'/,. 23366-9 Pa. $8.95

GUIDE TO OWL WATCHING IN NORTH AMERICA, Donald S. Heintzelman.
Superb guide offers complete data and descriptions of 19 species: barn owl, screech
owl, snowy owl, many more. Expert coverage of owl-watching equipmenl conser-
vation, rnigrations and invasions, etc. Guide to observing sites' 84 illustrations. xiii *
tOSpp.S%"x 8'1. 27344-XPa. $8.95

MEDICINAL AND OTHER USES OT NORTH AMERICAN PI.ANTS: A
Historical Survey with Special Reference to the Eastem Indian Tiibes, Charlotte
Erichsen-Brown.'Chronological historical citations document 500 years of usage of
plants, trees, shrubs native 0o eastern Canad4 northeastem U'S. Also complete iden--tifyinginformation.343 

illustrations. 544pp.6'tx9'/,. 25951-X Pa. $12.95

STORYBOOK MAZES, Dave Phillips. 23 stories and mazes on two-Page spreads:
Wizard of Oz, Treasure Island, Robin Hood, etc. Solutions. 64pp. 8'/ x ll.

23628-5 Pa. $2.95

NEGRO FOLK MUSIC, U.S.A., Harold Courlander. Noted folklorist's scholarly
vet readable analvsis of rich and varied musicd tradition. Includes authentic versions
6fover 40 folk songs. Valuable bibliography and discography. xi + 32app 516;-8]4.

27350-4 Pa. $9.95

MOVIE-STAR PORTRAITS OF THE FOMIES,John Kobal (ed.). 163 glamor,
studio photos of 106 stars of the 1940s: Rita Hayworth, Ava Gardner, Marlon
Brando, Clark Gable, many more. l76pp. 8% x ll/,' 

' 
23546'7 Pa. $12.95

BENCHLEY LOST AND FOUND, Robert Benchley. Finest humor from early 30s,
about pet peeves, child psychologists, post office and others. Mostly unavailablg 9t-s9-
where. 73 illustrations by Peter erno ina others. l83pp. 5% x 8'l. 22410-4 Pa. $6.95

YEKL and THE IMPORTED BRIDEGROOM AND OTHER STORIES OF
YIDDISH NEW YORK, Abraham Cahan. Film Hester Street based on Yekl (1896)'
Novel, other stories among first aboutJewish immigrants on N.Y.'s East Side. 240pp'
5% x 8[. 22427-9 Pa $6.95

SELECTED POEMS, Walt Whitman. Generous sampling from Leaus of Gtass'
Twenty-four poems include "I Hear America S48r18," "Song*of the.Open Road,"."I
Sins the Body Electric," "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd," "O Captain!
My'Captainl;-all reprinted from an authoritative edition. Lists of titles and first lines.
t2'8pp.'51{" x 8Y*. 

' 
26878-0 Pa. $1.00
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PERSPECTM FOR ARTISTS, Rex Vicat Cole. Depth, perspective of sky and sea,
shadows, much more, not usually covered. 391 diagrams, 81 reproductionr of draw-
ings and paintings. 279pp. 5* x 8X. 22487-2 Pa- $7.95

DRAWING THE LIVING FIGURE, Joseph Sheppard. Innovative approaf,h to
artistic anatorny focuses on specifics of surface anatomy, rather than muscles and
bones. Over 170 drawings of live models in fron! back and side views, and in wide-
ly varying poses. Accompanying diagrams. t77 illusfrations. Introduction. Index.
144pp. 8{ xll%. 26n34 Pa $8.95

GOTI{IC AND OLD ENGUSH ALPHABETS: 100 Complete Fonts, Dan X. Solo.
4dd p"y"J, ele_gance to posters, signs, other graphics wittr.l00 shrnning copynsts
free alphabets: Blackstone, Dolbey, GermaniqgTmore-including many lowei-case,
numerals, punctuation marks. l04pp. 816 x ll. 

- 
246liSJ pa. $8.95

HOW TO DO BEADWORK lrdary White. Fundanental book on craft from simple
projects to five-bead chains and woven works. 106 illustrations . l42pp. 5% x 8.

20697-l Pa $1.95

THE BOOK OF WOOD CARVING, Charles Marshall Sayen. Finest book for
beginners dircusses ftndamentals and ofrers 34 designs. "Absolutely fint rate . . . well
thought out and well executed."-E.J. Tangerman. [t8pp. 7il x l}l,.

23654-4 Pn $6.95

IIIUSTRATED CATALOG OF CIVIL WAR MIIJTARY GOODS: Union Army
Weapons, toigttiq Uniform Accessories, and Other Equipment, Schuyler. Hartlev.
and Graham. Rare, profueely illusnated 1846 caralog iniludes Union irmy uniforfr
*4 *"* regulations, arms and mmrrnitior\ coats, insigl.ia, [ag:s, swords,'rifles, etc.
226 illustrations. l60pp. 9 x 12. 24999-5 pa- gi0.95

WOMEN'S FASHIONS OF TIIE EARLY lg00s: An Unabridged Republication of
iNgw York Fashions, 1909," National Cloak & Suit Co. Rare datalog of mail-order
fashions documents women's and childrm's clothing styles shortly aler the tum offashions documents women's and childrm's clothing styles shortly aler the tum of
the century. captions ofrer full descriptions, prices. Invaluabl" te6urce for fashion,the century. Captions ofrer full descriptions, prices.
costume historians. Approximately 725 illustationscostume historians. Approximately Z2-5 ilhsdatiom. l28pp. 81 x ll%.

2n76-t Pa- $1t.95

THE l9l2 AND l9l5 GUSTAV STICKLEY FURNITURE CATALOGS. Gustav
stid<ley. with over 200 detailed illustrations and descriptions, these two sot,ress ax6
essential reading and reference materials and identificaion gu.ides for Stickley-furni-
hrre. Captions cire materials, dimensions and pricer. ll2pp.-6lz x nk'r'_rpa 

$g.95

EARLY AMERICAN LOCOMCIfIVES, John H. White, Jr. Finest locomorive
engqvrng8 from early l9th century: historical (lBO4-24), mairi-line (after lg70), soe
cial, foreign, etc.147 plates. 142pp. llJ6x 816. 227n-S pa $iOiSS

THE TALL SHIPS OF TODAY IN PHOTOGMPHS, Frank O. Braynard.
Lavishly illugtrated bibute to nearly 100 maiertic contemporary sailinc vess€ls:
Amerigo Vesprrcci, Clearwate4 Conshtution, rigle, M.yflo*i,r, Sel Cloud] Victory,
many more. Authoritative captions provide statiitics, bickgound on each ship. ldd
black-and-white photographrand illustrations. Inboductioi. l2gpp. gt x lll-'

27163-3 Pa $13.95
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EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY CRAFTS AND TRADES, Peter Stockham
(ed.). F,xtremely rare 1807 volume describes to youngsters the crafls and trades of the
day: briclmaker, weaver, dressmaker, bookbinder, ropemalcer, saddler, many more.

Qgaint prore, chamirqg illustatiom for each craft. 20 blaclr-and-white line illustra-
tiins. l92pp. a* x 6. 

- 
27293-l Pa $4.95

VICTORIAN TASHIONS AND COSTUMES FROM HARPERS BAZA&
1867-1898, Stella Blum (ed). Day coshrmeq evening wear, q)orts clothes, shoes,
hats, other accegsories in over 1,0(X) detailed engravings. 320pp. 9* x l2l{'

2299G4 Pa- $14.95

GUSTAV STICKLEY, THE CRAFTSMAN, Mary Ann Smith. Superb study sur'
vevs broad scope of Stickley's achievemen! especially in architecture. Desigro phi-
losophy, rise and fall of the Coffsm.n empire, descriptions and floor plans for many
Crafts;an houges, more. 86 black-and-white halftones. 3l line illustrations.
Introduction 208pp. 6', i I'1. 27210-9 Pa- $9.95

THE I,oNG ISLAND RAIL ROAD IN EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS, Ron Zel'
Over 220 rare photos, informative te>d document origin ( 1844) and development of

rail sewice on 
'Long 

Island' Vrntage views of early trains, locomotiv^elt!{"TlPT.
sengers, cr"*r, -oih more. Captions. 8?t x ll{. 26301-0 Pa' $13'95

THE BOOK OF OLD SHIPS: From Egvptian Galleys to Clipper Ships, Henry B'

culver. superb, authoritative history of sailing vessels, with 80 Tagnificent.line illys-

trations. Gallen bark, caravel longship, whaler, qany more. Detailed, informative

text on each vlssel by noted naval historian. Innoduction' 256pp' 5* x 811'-' 
27332-6 Pa- $7.95

TEN BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE, Vitruvius. The most imPortant book ever

tvriten on architecture, Early Roman aesthetics, technology, classical orders, site

selectiorq all other aspects. Morg""r translation. 33lpp. 5* x 816. 20645-9 Pa- $8.95

THE HUMAN FIGURE IN MOTION, Eadweard Muybridge' More than 4,500

stopD€d-action photos, in action series, showing un&aped mer\ women' children

:n-pitt6 lying dowu throwing, sihing, wrestling, carrying' etc. 390pp' 7:A.x-ly!'- ^
20204-6 Clothbd. $25.95

TREES OF THE EASTERN AND CENTRAL UNITED STATES AND CANA-

D,\ William M. Harlow. Best one-volume guidg to 140 bees. Full descriptions'

woodlore, range' etc' Over 600 ilustrations' Handy size' 288pp' a}{ x 6%', -
20395-6 Pa- $6.95

soNcsoFWESTERNBIRDS,Dr.DonaldJ'Borror.Completesongandcall
repertoire of 60 western species, including flycarchers, juncoes, cactus wrens' many

;;;;ile.; firlv ilush;ted booklel 
- 

casseue and manual 99913-0 $8'95

GROWING AND USING HERBS AND SPICES, MiIO MIOTAdOViCh. VCTSAIiIC

rr*au*t p-."id"r all the information needed for cultivation and use of all the herbs

""d,li*. 
i",,t"lt" in Noflh America- 4 ilustrations. Index. Glossary_. 2_36pp. S1;^A^U.

25058-X Pa- $6.95

BIGBooKoFMAznsANDI"ABYRINTHS,WalterShepherd.50mazes.and
labwinths in all-dassical, soli4 ripple, and more-in on€ Sreat volume' renect rnex-

perisive puzzler for clever youngsterr. Full solutions' ll2oo' 8* x ll'
2295r-3 Pa $4.95
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PIANO TUNING, J. Cree Fischer. Cleares! best book for beginner, amateur.
Simple repairg raising dropped notes, hrning by easy method of flafrened fifths. No
previous skills needed. 4 illustrations. 20lpp. 59( x 8lt. 232674 Pa. $6.95

A SOURCE BOOK IN THEATRJCAL HISTORY, A. M. Nqgler. Contemporary
observers on acting, directing, make-up, costuming, stage props, machinery, scene
design, from Ancient Greece to Chekhov. 6llpp. 596 x 8'1. 205154 Pa. $12.95

THE COMPLETE NONSENSE OFEDWARD LEA\ Edward Lear. Allnonsense
limericks, zany alphabets, Owl and Pussycat, songr, nonsense botany, etc., illustrated
by kar. Total of 320pp. 51 x 811. (USO) 20167-8 Pa- $6.95

VICTORTAN PARLOUR POETRY: An Annotated Anthotogy, Michael R Tirmer.
ll7 gems by Longfellow, lbnnyson, Browning marry lesser-known poets. "The
Village Bladrsmith,n "Curfew Must Not Ring Tonigh!" "Only a Baby Small,n dozens
more, often difficult to ffnd elsewhere. Index of poets, titles, fint lines. :oriii + 325pp.
5{ x 8t. 27014-0 Pa. $8.95

DUBUNERS,JamesJoyce. Fifteen stories ofrer vivid, tightly focused observations
of the lives of Dublin's poorer classes. At least one, -The Dead,n is considered a mas-
terpiece. Reprinted complete and unabridged from standard edition. l60pp. 5fi0 x 81(.

26870-5 Pa $1.00

THE HAUNTED MONASTERY and THE CHINESE MAZE MURDERS.
Robe* van Gulik lito firll novels by van Gulilq set in 7th-cenhrry China, continue
adventures ofJudge Dee and his companions. An evil Taoist moiastery seemingly
supernahral eventa; overgrown toptary maze hides strange qimes. 27 illustation;.
328pp.5*x 8)1. 23502-5 Pa- $8.95

THE BOOK OF THE SACRED MAGIC OF ABRAMEIIN THE MAGE, trans-
l+ed by S. MacGrego_r Mathers. Medieval manuscript of ceremonial magic. Baric
docurnent in Aleist€r Crowley, Golden Dawn groups. 268pp. UO 

llb.rr_U * *r.n'

NEIV RUSSIAN.ENGIJSH AND ENGUSH-RUSSIAN DICTIONARY. M. A.
O'Drien. This is a remarkably handy Rursian dictionary, containing a zurprising
amount of infgrmation, including over 70,000 enhies. 366pp. 416 x 616.

20208-9 Pa- $9.95

HISTORIC HOMES OF THE AMERICAN PRESIDENTS, Second, Revised
Edition, Irvin Haas. A traveler's guide to American hesidenfral homeg most open
!o the pubhc, depicting and describing homes occupied by every American hesident
from George Washington to George Bush. With visitinj houri, admigsion charges,
travel routes. 175 photographr. Index. l60pp. 8% x ll. 

- 
26Z5l-2 pa- $U:95

NEW YORK IN TIIE FORTIES, Andreas Feininger. 162 briftant ohotomaphs bv
the well-known photographer, formerly wirh Lifc i"Cn i"". C"--irte"r,itdppe.J,
lryes $gare { nigh! much else from city at iti peak. Captions byJohn .,on ii"rt".
l8lpp. 9{ x 10il. 23Ss.'{ pa" $12.95

INDIAN SIGN I"ANGUAGE, William Tomkins. Over 525 sirsrs developed bv
Sioux and other tribes. Writen instructions and diagrams. Also-290 picto'grapd.
lllpp. 6{ x 914. 22029-Xpa. $g'.95
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PHOIOGRAPHIC SKETCHBOOK OF THE CIVIL WA& Alexander Gardner'
100 photos taken on field during the Civil War. Famous shots of Manassas Harper's
Ferry, Lincoln, Richmond, slave-pens, etc.244pp.l01 x 8lL 22731-6 Pa- $9.95

FIVE ACRES AND INDEPENDENCE, Maurice G. Kains. Great back-to-the-land
classic explains basics of self-sufrcient farming. The one book to get. 95 illusbations.
397pp. 5* x 8)1. 2097+l Pa- $7.95

with love, friendship, the tyranny of rime, evanescenca, death and other

SONGS Of EASTERN BIRDS, Dr. DonaldJ. Borror. Songs and calls of 60 species
most common to eastern U.S.: warblers, llycatchers, thrushes, lartr,
many more in high-quality recording. Cassefre and manual 99912-2 $9.95

A MODERN HERBAI+ Marnaret Grieve. Much the fullesl most exact, most usefirl
compilation of herbal material Gigantic alphabetical encyclopediq from aconite to
zedoary, gives botanical information, medical properties, folklore, economic uses,
-".h 6lr.I Indispensable to serious reader. l6l-illustrations. 888pp. -6-lt-1q{. ?-I9!
set. (USO) VoL I:22798:7 Pa- $9.95

Yol. ll: 22799-5 Pa $9.95

HIDDEN TREASURE MAZE BOOK Dave Phillips. Solve 34 challenging mazes
accompanied by heroic tales of advenh[e. Evil dragone' PeoPle-eating Planb
thirsty giants, many more dangerous adversaries lurk at every t*itt T!-h'T: ql
mazei,itories, soluhons. l8pp.8U x Il. 2456G7 Pa- $2.95

LETTERS OF W. A. MOZART, Wolfgang A. Mozart Remarkable letters show
bawdy wi! humor, imagination, musi&l insights,,cont€mPorary^fy4 t::ldi
includes some letters frori l*opold MozarL 276pp' 5*x8lz. 22859-2 Pa- $7'95

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF Cf.ASSICAL BALLET, drippina Vaganova Great
Russian theoretician, teacher explains methods for teaching classical b4Jet._ll8^illus-
trations. 175pp.596 x 811. 22036-2 Pa' $5'95

THEJUMPING FROG, Mark Train. Revenge edition. The original stgry of The

Celedrated Tumpinc Frog of Calaveras Co,-*, a hapless French translation, and
Twain's hila?oui "r6bans'iation" from the French. 12 illusnations. 66pp. 5{ x 8}1'

226867 Pa- $3.95

BEST REMEMBERED POEMS, Martin Gardner (ed.). The 126 poems in this

zuperb collection of 19th- and 20th-cmtury British and American vene range fr-om

Stiellev's "To a Skylark" to the impasrioned "Renascence" of Edna SL Vincent Millay

and dndward kar's whimsical aThe O*l and the Pussycal" 224pp' 5%x8lz' .
27165-X Ba $,{.95

COMPLETE SONNETS, Willianr Shakespeare. Over 150 exquisite -poems dcd

with love, friendship, the tyranny of rime, beauty's evalescencg- death and otlrer

therres in langu"g.'of remdtk"bli power, precision and beauty. Glossary of archaic

terms. 80pp. ilt, i stL 26686:9 Pa- $1.00

BODIES IN A BOOKSHOP, R T. Campbell. challenging mystery of blackmail

and murder with ingenious plot and zuperbly drawn draracters. [n the best tradition

;iil;J"""p; f.on. tbzpp. 5l( x^816. 2472G1 Pa' $6'95
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THE INFLUENCE OF SEA POWER UPON HISTORY, 1660-1783, A. T. Mahan.
Influential classic of naval history and tactics still used as text in war colleges. First
paperback edition. 4 maps.24 battle plans. 6a0pp. 5* x 8'1. 25509-3 Pa- $12.95

THE STORY OFTHE TITANIC ASTOLD BY ITS SURV[VORS,JackWinocour
(ed.). What it was really like. Panic, despair, shocking inefficiency, a.nd a little hero-
ism. More tbrilling than any fictional account. 26 illustrations. 320pp. 596 x 8t1.

20610-6 Pa- $8.95
FAIRY AND FOLK TAT ES OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY. William Butler Yeats
(ed.). Tieasury of 64 tales from the twilight world of Celtic myth and legend: "The
Soul Cages," "The Kildare Pooka," "King O'Toole and his Goose,' many more.
Introduction and Notes by W B. Yeats. 352pp. 5% x 8'6. 26941-8 Pa. $8.95
BUDDHIST MAHAYANA TEXTS, E. B. Cowell and Others (eds.). Superb, accu-
rate translations of basic documents in Mahayana Buddhism, highly important in his-
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